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Abstract

Genetics and Molecular Biology are keys for the understanding the mechanisms
of many of the human diseases that have strong harmful effects. The empirical
mission of Genetics is to translate these mechanisms into Clinical benefits, thus
bridging in-silico findings to patient bed side: approaching this goal means achieving
what is commonly referred as clinical genomics or personalized medicine.
In this process, technologies are assuming an increasing role. With the introduction of new experimental platforms (microarrays, sequencing, etc), today’s
analyses are much more detailed and can cover a wide spectrum of applications,
from gene expression to Copy Number Variants detection. The advantages of technological improvements are usually followed by data management drawbacks due
to the explosion of data throughput that reflects on a real need for new systems of
data rationalization and management, data access, query and extraction.
Our genetic laboratories partners encountered all those issues: what they need is
a tool that allows data-integration and supports biological data analysis exploiting
computational infrastructures on distributed environment. From such needs, we
defined two main goals:
• Computer Science goal: to design and implement a framework that integrates
and manages data and genetic analyses;
• Genetics and Molecular Biology goal (application domains): to solve biological problems through the framework and develop new methods.
Given these requirements and related specifications, we designed an extensible
framework based on three inter-connected layers: (1) Experimental data layer, that
provides data integration of data from high-throughput platforms (also called horizontal data integration); (2) Knowledge data layer, that provides data integration
of knowledge data (also called vertical integration); (3) Computational layer, that
provides access to distributed environments for data analysis, in our cases GRID
and Cluster technologies.
Above the three design blocks, single biological problems can be supported and
custom user interfaces are implemented. From our partner laboratories, two main
relevant biological problems have been addressed:
• Linkage Analysis: given a large pedigree in which subjects were genotyped
with chips of 1 million of SNPs, the linkage analysis problem presented real
computational limits. We designed a heuristic method to overcome computational restrictions and implemented it within our framework, exploiting
GRID and Cluster environments. Using our approach, we obtained genetic
results, successfully validated by end-users. We also tested performances of
the system, reporting compared results.
• SNP selection and ranking: given the problem of ranking SNPs based on
a-priori information, we developed a novel method for biological data mining
on genes’ annotations. The method has been implemented as a web tool,
SNP Ranker, that is under deep validation by our partners laboratories.
The framework here designed and implemented demonstrated that this approach
is consistent and can have potential impacts on the scientific community.
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My fascination for Genetics and Medicine has always driven me to deepen
the mechanisms of Nature. Research is my highest way to understand the
beauty of the Nature and Knowledge. Research also means climbing hard
mountains where outcomes are not ensured, and a so challenging travel
cannot be undertaken alone: travel-mates are one of the most important
keys of success.
In many cases Philosophy highlighted the beauty and need for research,
and the sense of knowledge that passes through wonder and amazement, like
Plato and Aristotle said.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Chapter Summary
The introduction of the Ph.D. thesis presents the starting points of the
work, describing which problems I will face within the application domain
(Biomedicine). The discussion then focuses on two main goals:
1. a Computer Science goal: designing an integrated framework for data
integration and management, approaching the final data mining goal;
2. a Biological goal: addressing some empirical biological problems through
the implemented framework.
A final description of the thesis structure completes the chapter.

As much Nature is beauty, complex and enigmatic, as much epistemology
Research greedy feeds every scientist and the amazement for each single
finding fortifies this impulse.
Genetics and Molecular Biology are keys for the understanding the mechanisms of many of the human diseases that have strong harmful effects.
We have many positive examples that encourage biomedical researches: the
Thalassemia disease or the Sickle-cell disease, having the characteristic of
heredity across generations, can really damage the life of affected individuals, also leading to death and severe complications. Through the early
diagnosis before the disease onset, patients can have regular lives; the prevention is possible by using, for example, genetic tests. This is the final goal
of the Epidemiology and the application of Genetics and Molecular Biology.
The studies of this Ph.D. project focus on applications of Computer
Science and Engineering methods into Genetics and Molecular Biology, supporting both data and processes engineering and problem solving.
Technologies assume an increasing role in the fields of Genetics and
Molecular Biology. With the introduction of new platforms, such as the
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) and microarrays, today’s analyses are
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much more detailed, and can cover a wide spectrum of applications, from
gene expression to Single Nucleotide Polymorphism and Copy Number Variants detection. The advantages of technological improvements are usually
followed by data management drawbacks, as it happened in other research
fields like Astrobiology with the SETI projects and Physics with the LHC
project. In these cases, the increase of analytical capacities corresponds to
an explosion of data throughput and it generates a real need for new systems
of data rationalization and management, data access, query and extraction.
All these requirements weight on both hardware and software designs: we
now need architectures with strong characteristics of reliability, stability,
scalability and security, and information systems and analytical tools based
on high performance environments and versatile to data types and users
specifications.
Data analysis is the principal vector in Genetics. So far, many existing
methods have been developed to solve genetic problems, from gene discovery
to systems biology. Statistics is the most used discipline in such contexts:
once a researcher creates a study design and a mathematical model, she/he
tests hypotheses on data and analyze results. One of the main obstacles is
represented by the analysis of big amount of integrated data so that empirical evidences show the inadequacy of many of the existing computational
systems. For this reason, Computer Science methods helped Genetics on
overcoming computational problems and Machine Learning [1, 2, 3] methods became very attractive and promising due to their flexibility: these
techniques introduced the capability to learn data characteristics (features)
from a sub-set of data and then to apply the model to all data. Machine
Learning (ML) techniques can highly reduce the need for computational
resources and grant a flexibility that is not usual in Statistics. Data Mining [4, 5, 6] is an approach that is very useful for ML and has the characteristics of extracting (“mining”) new knowledge from existing data. Data
must be engineered: consistent, harmonized, with proper schema and with
high data quality level; all these requirements show us the importance of a
very well structured data base. Without these data properties, data mining
procedures could lead to inconsistent results1 .
What kind of data are used for genetic analyses? The first information
is related to the Phenotype combined with patients’ data: disease penetrance and inheritance model, clinical records and patient affection status.
Genetic data are also important and usually come from biotechnological instrumentations or experiments. Many other external data can enrich and
empower a genetic analysis; this is the case of public available information,
both related to medical and biological knowledge, for example the disease de1

In the context of databases with low data quality and accuracy, the adjective “inconsistent” is more precise than “wrong” because data mining are misled by data rather than
the algorithm itself.
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scription with causative markers, and experimental data, for example public
SNP genotyping. Another important question arises after recognizing the
needed types of data: what is the existing quality level of these data structures? How to access them all? The answer is that a standard for biological
data does not exist and all available data are heterogeneous, often fragmented and not synchronized or obsolete, and the data access to multiple
resources is very difficult. It is intuitive to understand the problem looking
at the database evolution in latest years, as shown in Figure 1.1: the Nucleic
Acids Research (NAR) Database Issue journal2 is collecting all developed
databases currently available in Molecular Biology since a decade and the
graph shows a growing curve of existing databases that is not associated
with a standardization of data schema, information access or data quality.
Many of these data sources are very important for Biomedical researchers
and this fact points the need for the integration of heterogeneous data: if
the goal is mining new knowledge from data, we strongly need consolidated
data and an integrated information access, useful for every analytical tool.

Figure 1.1: Growth in the number of Molecular Biology Databases, based
on NAR listing.
All the concepts introduce us into the definition of the Ph.D. thesis goals:
• in the field of Computer Science the goal is to design and implement
a framework to integrate and manage data and genetic analyses;
• in the application domain, Genetics and Molecular Biology, the goal
2

NAR web site: http://www.oxfordjournals.org/our journals/nar.
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is to solve biological problems through the framework, developing new
methods.
The title of thesis, “Data Integration for Clinical Genomics”, directly
comes from the combination of the two goals. One of the most relevant
observations related to the title is the long term goal, the perspective that
can be approached by this work: all our researchers moves to the idea of the
Personalized Medicine [7, 8]. Personalized Medicine attempts to individual
diagnoses through genetics and personal phenotype occurrence (clinical variations of the complex disease). An example of future real case application
can be the following:
• given a lab-on chip technology [9] for a specific disease D to analyze
genetic variations, given an information system that can retrieve many
different patients’ data (genotypes, phenotype and clinical records)
and can support data analysis for the disease D,
• physicians can assist a patient on understanding the specific patient
disease (both for preventive care and treatments) using both the labon-chip array and the subsequent patient data analysis compared with
the available data in the information system;
• once the physicians exactly know what causes occur for this patient
(often multi-factorial properties), they can administer the right medications and drugs.
This long term objective can be realized only exploiting integrated information systems over high performance infrastructures, covering both computational aspects and architectural ones.
Coming back to the Ph.D. goals, realizing the framework development
means first of all understanding what efforts have been done in latest years
in this context, analyzing the literature on data integration and what solutions are currently in use in the application domain. An accurate definition
and analysis of the emerging requirements has to follow, defining the specific domain needs. Hardware requirements will help on the definition of the
computational environment while software requirements will clarify what
problems the systems has to address. Translating the requirements into
specifications, the subsequent activity is the framework design and components implementation following the “divide et impera” approach. A final
activity will be testing and validation of the components of the framework.
These last steps have to be realized together with end users that have to
exploit the framework for solving their biological problems applied to case
studies.
The structure of this manuscript follows the same steps above mentioned.
The first chapter, number 2, is focused on the state of the art about data
A. Calabria - Ph.D. Thesis Page 4
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integration and existing systems. The next chapter 3 points the functional
requirements and analyze how to satisfy them all, identifying the framework
components and the computational environment. The complete framework
design and implementation is described in the chapter 4. The next chapter 5
focuses on the system application and validation in which we will describe
two new methods implemented on the framework that addressed two biological problems. A final description of future works and the conclusions will
follow on the chapters 6 and 7 respectively.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art
Chapter Summary
The state of the art focuses both on data integration, the core of our framework, and existing solutions applied to biomedical research. The schema
of the presentation thus follows our two goals, previously mentioned in the
introduction: first of all the computer science problem, analyzing data integration motivations, architectures and methods, and then the biology scope
dealing with how data integration addressed some biological research problems.
The discussion introduces the general methodologies that researchers have
pursued to overcome the problem of heterogeneous database integration and
the specifications of several database-integration projects in biomedicine.
Then a set of existing applications and relative properties will be analyzed.

The rapid expansion of biomedical knowledge combined with the reduction
in computing costs and spread of Internet access have created an enormous
number of electronic data. This is especially true in biomedicine for the
decentralized nature of the scientific community leading to a patchwork of
diverse and heterogeneous databases’ implementation and making access
to and aggregation of data across databases very difficult. Databases are
highly heterogeneous with respect to the data models they employ, the data
schemas they specify, the query languages they support, and the terminologies they recognize. Heterogeneous database systems (HDBS) attempt to
unify disparate databases by providing uniform conceptual schemas that
resolve representational heterogeneities, and by providing querying capabilities that aggregate and integrate distributed data. Research in this area
has applied a variety of database and knowledge-based techniques, including
semantic data modeling, ontology definition, query translation, query optimization, and terminology mapping. We will now review the most important
techniques in heterogeneous database integration.

2.1 Heterogeneous database integration

2.1

Heterogeneous database integration

The goal of an heterogeneous database system (HDBS) is to provide database
transparency to users and application programmers. This means to provide
a global and consistent database interface for applications as if the data
were not distributed and all of the database management systems were of
the same type. HDBS research emerges since the belief that heterogeneity at the level of constituent database systems will persist exists, despite
standardization efforts.
The process of heterogeneous database integration may be defined as
“the creation of a single, uniform query interface to data that are collected
and stored in multiple, heterogeneous databases”. Thus HDBSs are computational models and software implementations that grant heterogeneous
database integration [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].
Different kind of heterogeneous database integration methods can be distinguished and are also useful in biomedicine.
• Vertical Integration. The aggregation of semantically similar data from
multiple heterogeneous sources. For example, a centralized database
to functional magnetic resonances collected in a country.
• Horizontal Integration. The composition of semantically complementary data from multiple heterogeneous sources. An example can be
a system that provides complex queries across genetics and clinical
information sources.
• Integration for application portability. The standardization of access
to semantically similar information at disparate sources. For example,
a universal database interface for decision-support applications that
allows them to be shared across institutions with no modifications to
their implementations
HDBSs distinguish from distributed database systems (DDBS) [16] even
if they are frequently confused. The overlapping idea is the capability to
provide a unified view and a common interface to data, physically stored
in multiple locations. DDBS are more integrated and coordinated than
HDBSs: DDBSs implement the same data model and query language and
the core system uses the same distributed database management software.
Moreover, in DDBSs, data fragmentation is designed to achieve efficiency
and autonomy advantages of distributed computing. On the other hand, in
HDBSs, the constituent database existed prior to the establishment of the
HDBS and their coordination is much more weak.
The characteristics of HDBSs can be summarized as follows [17, 16]:
• Heterogeneity on data representations. The core database in an HDBS
can use different query languages and data models terminologies to
A. Calabria - Ph.D. Thesis Page 7
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represent the same real-world object and thus the same semantics.
From this consideration follows that even if data are stored at multiple
sites and could have identical semantics, the data representation and
the data access methods at each site may be different.
• Local autonomy. HDBS grants rights to each constituent database on
accessing, controlling and manipulating its own data independently
from the central engine. Examples of such data manipulation or local
database control can be changes of data representation or performance
improvements.
• Bottom-up integration. A HDBS integrates data that were previously distributed, improving the interoperability aspects. On the other
hand, a DDBS exploits the distribution of previously integrated data
to obtain efficiency benefits. A bottom-up integration process requires
that the HDBS provides interfaces to heterogeneous and preexisting
information systems without needing of intensive local preexisting software modifications.
Providing a context to the challenges of heterogeneous database integration,
we report a set of requirements [18]:
• Database heterogeneity is a fact and a single model, for example for
biological databases, is hard to achieve although the presence of standards.
• Heterogeneous databases systems must provide general query capabilities supported by efficiency procedures. These queries retrieve all data
referred to a single object or a set of objects that satisfy the search
criteria. Query procedures have not to depend from any particular
application of information need.
• HDBS has to allow transparency at data level and thus users and
applications are not required to know the existence, access methods,
physical location or the schema of the underlying local databases.
• Permissions on local databases, for example writing access, are not
required by common users and applications but they are restricted to
local administrators.
• Since local database are designed and maintained to meed local needs,
the underlying local database schemas can quickly change. Changes
are made independently of the integrated database structure.
• As well as schemas, also the content of the local databases could change
frequently by updating, deleting or inserting data.
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One of the most important problems in heterogeneous database integration deals with query models: independently developed and maintained
databases are heterogeneous with respect to their model of data storage and
information retrieval. A query model must be known to database users or
applications when queries are encapsulated into the executable commands.
A query model consists of four components:
1. The data representation abstract model, such as relational tables, flat
files, and so on.
2. The schema of the represented data, for example in clinical context a
schema of data can differ if starting from a set of patients and retrieving
the set of relative physicians a system uses a single query or multiple
queries.
3. The language for accessing data: syntax and semantics to query and
retrieve data can be of high level (SQL for example) or low level (data
fragmentation access).
4. The data format: it is common the use of abbreviations or codes for
names or local formats, for example in the case of clinical phenotypes
different systems may use different codes or abbreviations for the same
object.
Heterogeneous database integration means also creating a single virtual
query model that encapsulates the query models of underlying databases
and allows users and programs to access data from the local databases using
this virtual model.
Other important issues in heterogeneous database integration are represented by the variety with which similar data are represented in different
databases; this multitude of data schemas is called representational heterogeneity (RH). The most general type of heterogeneity is that of the data
models themselves: aggregating data from relational, hierarchical, objectoriented and flat file databases into a single representation is the first activity
in schema integration. However, even if different database systems used the
same model, for example a relational model, significant representational heterogeneity would remain such as structural differences, naming differences,
semantic differences and content difference. In the following paragraphs
these RH will be covered.

2.1.1

Structural Differences

We can enumerate three kind of structural differences: (1) alternative table decompositions (horizontal and vertical), (2) differences in data versus
metadata representation, and (3) differences in structured versus free-text
encodings.
A. Calabria - Ph.D. Thesis Page 9
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Alternative table decomposition (TD) can be horizontal or vertical. In
horizontal TD the same information is distributed across a varying number of tables. On the contrary, in vertical decomposition different rows
are distributed among one or more tables, also partitioned across multiple
databases for performance efficiency improvements. This structural differences can arise from different data design modeling during the Entity Relationship conversion in relational tables.

Figure 2.1: Examples of alternative table decompositions.
Examples of horizontal and vertical structural differences are shown in
Figure 2.1. In the part (A) of the Figure we present a case of horizontal
decomposition with the relation between patients and their physicians in
database 1 (DB1) and database 2 (DB2). On the other hand, in the part
(B) of the Figure we draw an example of vertical decomposition with a case
of incoming and outgoing patients in a medical unit, in DB1 and DB2.
Because the relational model has no constructs for representing type
hierarchies directly, such hierarchies may be encoded in a variety of ways in
relational databases, and these encodings entail differences in the use of data
and metadata. Figure 2.2 shows a simple example of differences between
data and metadata representations using a case of two patient measurements
of the blood pressure, systolic and diastolic blood sampling, in three different
databases.
Structured versus free-text encodings are very common sources of heterogeneity. These differences convey on spreading data across multiple fields
or concatenated in a single column. Common examples include the separation or concatenation of values and units, for example {“500 mmHg”} versus
{“500”, “mmHg”}, or addresses and names, and so on.
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Figure 2.2: Example of structural differences with respect to data and metadata representations.

2.1.2

Naming Differences

Naming differences occur using distinct lexical terms for the same semantic
objects across database schemas. Naming differences may be referred to
meta-data differences or to data differences. The first case deals with simple
synonymous, for example the two names “Doctor” and “Physician” represent
the same object. The second case refers to the similar name applied to
different values. For example the “Patient Code” could refer to an internal
unique id of the database or to the country identification code. On the
other hand, data-naming differences are often related to nomenclatures or
abbreviations, for example “SystolycBooldPressure” or “SBP”.

2.1.3

Semantic Differences

Semantic differences occur when the meanings of table names, field names,
and data values across local databases are similar but not precisely equivalent. This problem is a big issue when the labels of tables, fields, and data
values are identical across databases, but their meanings are different. Semantic differences may occur when there is no one-to-one correspondence
among the concepts denoted by values within local databases.
For example, if two clinical studies defined a protocol and for the field
“Smoke” of patient life style they collected data in two different ways these
data could not be exactly mapped (one-to-many association). The first
database could store information represented as “smoker” or “not smoker”
while the second database contains data about the average number of cigarettes
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per day. A reasonable integration strategy for these values could be keep the
more general value set for the global schema and map the other database
specific values to this set; in our example we would choose the first database
method and then mapping numerical values to it. The drawback of this
mapping strategy, from details to general information, is information loss.
When dealing with semantic differences that do not map one-to-many
but many-to-many, the “categorical” approach cannot be used.

2.1.4

Content Differences

Content differences occur when data represented in one local database are
not directly represented in another. The data may be implicit, derivable, or
simply missing. Implicit data are usually constant, and therefore assumed
within the environment of a local database, but cannot be assumed in the
context of the global database. An example of derivable data is the representation of postal code versus countries or date-of-birth versus age. Each
data may be derived from the other. The problem of missing data occurs
when the global schema contains an information type that is simply not
available in one or more local databases.

2.2

Strategies of Heterogeneous Db Integration

We summarize here some of the most important strategies to provide uniform interfaces (query models) for heterogeneous databases.

2.2.1

Data translation and query translation

One of the most relevant distinction among heterogeneous databases systems
copes with the adoption of a data translation or query translation strategy.
Data translation (DT) involves the transformation of data from the various native formats in which they are collected and stored to a common
shared format in which they can be uniformly accessed. The shared format directly implements all the elements of a query model; this allows users
and applications to avoid the specifications of the constituent query models. Examples of such strategy are datawarehouses. Data translation can be
automatic or manual [19].
Automated data translation is the widest approach since it translates
data from the original stored formats in a common one. In the translation process, a gateway or a common interchange format can be adopted.
An example of common format is HL71 standard. Even if automated data
translation reduces the cost and delay of translating data, two problems
affects this strategy. First, data translation duplicates the storage of data,
1

Web site: http://www.hl7.org
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in the original source and in the integrated database, with a possible data
integrity damage. Second, the correspondence between source data and
translated data is encoded in a procedural algorithm, difficult to inspect,
validate and maintain. Manual data translation is directly curated by personnel. The task are the manual conversion of each data into a different
format or standard; it is easy to understand that this approach is a high
costly solution and it is not scalable.
The alternate strategy for providing a virtual query model is the translation of query instead of data. Query translation approaches (QT) deal with
translation of queries formulated in a global data-manipulation language
to equivalent queries in the specific language of the constituent databases.
Data are stored only in the constituent heterogeneous databases and when
a query is issued against the virtual model, the engine for query translation
and execution decomposes and translates the query into an equivalent set
of local queries. Local results are then transmitted, transformed and combined to be presented to users (or to application). Using this approach, we
could reduce performances by adding overhead in the transformation and
the remote execution of the queries. Given that many applications require
timely access to real-time data and many heterogeneous databases cannot
be forced to export and share their data, this strategy is valuable for a wide
range of case studies.
Many software components exist for performing translation processes,
from wrappers to mediators [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. All query translation techniques can be categorized in two main classes: QT based on procedural
mappings or on declarative mapping.
Query translation based on procedural mapping
The mappings between conceptual database schema and various underlying
databases is performed through procedural functions that physically import
objects from local databases into corresponding objects in the global environment. During this activity, mapped objects can be manipulated to
improve query performances or access.
The advantages of this approach resides on simplicity of integrating
legacy databases. Disadvantages are related to query optimization: the
database engine cannot perform optimization procedures since mappings
between query models are specified as procedural functions and cannot be
decomposed or recombined for efficiency [25]. Another disadvantage is related to maintenance: on local database updates, all mappings must be
retested and validated.
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Query translation based on declarative mapping
This approach attempts to address the two main problems of the procedural mapping method earlier mentioned. A declarative representation of
query model mapping specifies the correspondence between objects and operations at the level of global query model and objects and operations of the
constituent query models.
The representation of correspondence is encoded such that a software
process may inspect it, and it is stored independently of the software code
that performs query translations. A query optimizer can inspect and handle
the declarative mappings by understanding the mappings’ semantics of local
databases. For example, an optimizer can understand that a request for two
types of objects at the global level can be processed by a single query at
local level because they are stored in the same local database.
The query translation based on declarative mappings is less common
than QT based on procedural mappings. The Object Protocol Model multidatabase query system [26] uses this approach storing mappings in a metadata file to translate queries. Other systems exploit description logics and
query translation is performed via rule-based interfaces over mappings [27].

2.2.2

Global data model and query languages

Database interoperability requires to use a common data model sufficiently
simple and abstract to represent the contents of various heterogeneous data
models and a corresponding query language that can be used to formulate
queries at an equally abstract level. Semantic data models grant abstract
conceptualizations of domain data that can serve as common modeling for
different implemented databases.
Usually Simple data models (SDM) are used for database design since
they provide high abstractions for specifications of database schema. SDMs
that represent atomic facts, such entities and relationships among entities,
are easier to translate to more complex data models implemented by constituent database systems. One of the most common example of SDM is the
Entity-Relationship (ER) [28] model.
The issue of global schema that encapsulate heterogeneous system implementations has been addressed by database researchers using knowledge
base approaches. Ontologies are considered synonymous of global conceptualizations and define the object classes, relationships, functions and constants for the application domain. Ontologies are similar to query models
since both include the following components: (1) a formal abstract model
for representing properties of objects in a domain, (2) a definition of the
object classes and of the relations and functions of the members of those
classes, (3) a specification of the object constants. If an ontology also includes a query language, it is indeed equivalent to a query model. For deeper
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considerations on ontologies and query model usage, refer to [29, 30, 31].

2.2.3

Summarizing integration aspects

The Table 2.1 summarizes integration techniques.
Approch
Instantiation
Global view
Global Model
Query Model
Semantics

Methods
Materialized and Virtual integration
Global As View (GAV), Local As View (LAV)
and Both As View (BAV)
Relational-based, Tree-based, Graph-based
Ad-Hoc, SQL, XPath, XQuery, SPARQL, etc.
Dictionaries, Thesauri or Domain Ontologies

Table 2.1: Integration approaches and methods [12].
Instantiation refers to physical data location. In a virtual federation,
data reside in the local data sources and the HDBS gives a unified view of
them. On the other hand in a materialized federation, data are collected
from the data sources, and after a process of cleansing these data are integrated and stored in a unique repository that physically exists. Although
the materialized approach is computationally more efficient, in general the
virtual approach is preferred for different reasons: it does not imply data redundancy, it is more flexible for further data sources updating and insertion,
and it is easier to maintain [32].
In the Global View approach, Global As View (GAV) refers to creating
a global model by merging local source schemas; this process is achieved
unifying entities at schema level or instance level. On the contrary, Local
As View (LAV) suggests that the global schema has been developed independently from local databases. For this reason, local data are adapted to
the global model giving a homogeneous data representation. Both As View
(BAV) is a hybrid approach that combines both GAV and LAV aspects:
a loosely defined global schema is mapped to the set of reconciled local
schemas (e.g. [33]). Figure 2.3 shows the GAV, LAV and BAV idea for the
integrated global view development.
Global view approaches need the generation of mappings between local sources and the global view. In the literature, many methods for automating the schema matching have been proposed [34, 35]. The principal
aim of a schema matcher is finding possible mappings between elements
of two schemas. Mappings can be one-to-one, this is the usual configuration, and one-to-many. Schema matching has been developed for relational
schemas but also XML and OWL formats can exploit such method and can
be adopted for all the three approaches: LAV, GAV and BAV.
There are other strategies for data integration, such as direct interlinking
between database records and cross-database indexing.
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Figure 2.3: Global View approaches: GAV, LAV and BAV [12].
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2.3

Integration Architectures

In this section we focus on current integration architectures, describing main
characteristics, as pointed by the Table 2.2 and Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Data integration architectures
A data warehouse aggregates and integrates data of several different
DBMSs into a single repository. A global database schema is developed
to encompass the schemas of the local data sources. Usually an integrated
database schema is developed from scratch and the updating occurs with low
frequency and the reason is often a change of user requirements. Systems
that rely on the data warehouse architecture are usually restricted to consider a few source databases, but can achieve a higher degree of integration
of the data sources. The limitation of warehouse system is mainly due to the
intrinsic rigidity of database schema and thus for each new local database
could be needed to change the schema of the data warehouse. These are
the reasons since data warehouse systems allow to obtain an high degree of
instantiation.
In mediator-based systems [36] local data sources maintain their independence. Data integration is achieved by defining a global view, or integrated schema, which is shared by all sources. A middle-ware component,
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Architecture
Data-Warehouse

Mediator-based

Service oriented

Peer-based

Advantages
Fast queries.
Clean dat.a
Control over
query optimization.
Current data.
Flexible architecture.
No duplication of data.
Data autonomy.
Current data.
Flexible architecture.
Schema tailored to users.
No duplicate data.
Current data.
No global schema.
Flexible and independent.

Disadvantages
Stale data.
Complex schema.
Redundant data.
Slower queries.
Complex schema.
Little or no data cleansing.
Temporary unavailable services.
cause incomplete data fetching.
Requires source availability.
Little or no data cleansing.

Slower queries.
Experimental.
Little or no data cleansing.
Redundant data.

Table 2.2: Integration architectures.
the “mediator”, translates queries from the global view to the local data.
Typically, each local source needs a “wrapper” component on itself which
exports a view of the local data in a common format for mediation. Query
processing is achieved by translating and forwarding sub-queries to specific
local sources and then combining all local results. As main advantages, the
returned data are always up-to-date, since queries are performed dynamically, and data are not replicated since they reside in their source database.
Adding new sources of information is not a hard task. On the contrary,
mediator-based systems need to manually specify the mappings between
local and global schemas.
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides a standard method to integrate data sources and grant programmatic access to information, and
allows service interoperability [37]. Client applications can combine a set
of services to accomplish a specific tasks, creating their own workflows and
pipelines. In order to use web services, applications and users need to know
the XML schema of input and output parameters, expressed with the Web
Service Description Language (WSDL).
The three types of architectures early mentioned rely on the definition
of a global schema to whom all local databases agree. Current efforts are
devoted to the definition of peer networks where data can be locally organized and managed[38, 39, 40]. Each peer or group of peers shares the
same database schema and local mapping among pairs of schemas can be
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established; this mapping can be considered a semantic network. When a
new peer wishes to join the semantic network, it simply needs to establish a
mapping with a single peer or a group of peers in the network. When a query
is submitted to one of the network peers, the query is routed to the peers
that can contain possible answers. Pre-defined mappings among schemas
allow translating a query to be executed in local schema and to obtain more
precise results or allow translating the results making them homogeneous
and comparable. The peer, that initially received the query, is in charge of
collecting the answers and returning them to the requesting user or application. Peers can develop schemas that best fit main users needs and then
establish a mapping with a small fraction of other peers. A peer can easily
join and leave the network. Drawbacks of this architecture are the need
for developing mappings and using them on the fly to evaluate queries; this
characteristics can highly affect the performances of the retrieval process
and thus current studies are trying to address this issue [41, 42].
With the introduction of the Web 2.0 idea [43], a new architecture is
emerging: Mashup [44, 37]. This architecture is not exactly tailored for data
integration but for aggregation. A mashup is transient; it lasts for as long
as it is needed, and its interpretation is dictated by the mashup application
rather than a model. Mashups allows getting data from more than one
Web-based resource, also from different providers different, to make a new
Web application. Mashup exploits RESTful APIs or RSS-based syndication
feeds to fetch data and results and mashes them to provide new ways of
combining and presenting information. The innovative idea is the role of
the user in creating a specific, light touch, on-demand integration, following
the mantra of “just in time, just enough” design [22]. An example of free
mashup tool is Yahoo! Pipe2 .

2.4

Integration systems applied to Biology

In this section, we will just understand which heterogeneous database systems already exist applied to Biology and Biomedicine, our application domain. The description starts with a general and lite definition of the main
biomedicine research fields, pointing what types of data do they use and
thus what are their real needs for data integration, and finally understanding what integration architecture can they exploit. Once we defined the
biomedicine research categories, we will be able to classify some of the main
data integration systems and map them within the integration architecture
space.
The main biomedicine research categories are six [14]: human genetics, genomics and clinical practice, microarrays, pharmacogenomics, rational
drug design and biobanks.
2
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Human Genetics studies diseases caused by genes and often involve
family-based or population-based studies, looking for inheritance paths of
genes and diseases’ traits. During the gene discovery process, geneticists
need to use a wide range of data and gene annotation information (knowledge about genes and their biological components) that is often stored in
different data sources, one for each data type. A common task is the comparison of multiple genes per time, requiring different queries to different
databases. The queries posed by researchers can be highly complex and
require a “join” of multiple databases [45]. Genetic data have also to be
combined with clinical records or phenotypical data, granting better results
and focusing analyses on relevant genes to specific pathologies.
Due to the introduction and development of molecular medicine, in next
years diagnosis and treatment of diseases will be based on knowledge of the
underlying molecular defects rather than evaluation of the symptoms [46].
Epidemiology aims to use molecular information on understanding predictive genes characteristics to assess susceptibility of a population to a disease.
Physicians require access all patient information, from medical patient history and phenotype data to genetic data; then all patient data need to be
contextualized and combined with public data. This approach will really
read to the so called personalized medicine [47].
Microarrays are a recent technology and are used to measure multiple
data types, from tissue specific chip to gene expression and nucleotide polymorphisms. Biological objects in microarrays are represented as “spots” on
the chip and scanned through lasers. In order to make sense of the experiment (semantics), external annotation is needed for each biological object.
The external annotation is usually imported from different public domain
databases and researchers have to reconstruct the relationships between biological elements and their connected objects; for example paths between the
datasets of nucleotide, relative genes and derived proteins. The integration
of data and a simple data access are important needs while dealing with
microarrays studies.
Pharmacogenomics is aimed no understanding how individual genetics
plays a role in variation to drug treatment or how systems of genes are involved in modulating drug response [48]. The same considerations are valid
for pharmacogenetics. The discovery process is based on a genotype-tophenotype approach, starting from the identification of suspected genes or
system/set of genes and relative variations, then searching for phenotypes
associated with variation, and finally confirming the results’ clinical relevance. Research in pharmacogenomics involves integration of heterogeneous
types of data with high quality including genetic, genomic, phenotypic, and
clinical.
In drug discovery, the pharmaceutical industry needs to make informed
decisions about proceeding with the costly development of a drug [49, 50]
due to the expensiveness of the overall process. The in-silico drug discovery
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discovery process can address the problem, using high performance infrastructures. Rational drug design involves integration of diverse, heterogeneous data types which can include legacy and private data. The main
goal of rational drug design is molecular modeling of disease, prediction of
specific compounds which interact with identified proteins, identification of
proper patient population through disease sub-classification, and predicting
absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion of a drug.
Biobanks are mainly large databases which integrate both medical data,
clinical records, patient life style information, demographics data (genealogy, family history data, etc) and genotypic data, with prov icy policies.
Biobanks also aim to incorporate bio-repositories for physical sample storage. The role of Biobanks will be central in understanding complex diseases
where many different factors interact, such as environment or life style in
addition to genetics. What the scientific community is facing with is the unification of the multiple existing Biobanks, for example CaBIG3 or BBMRI4
projects.
If we combine the integration architectures (Section 2.3) and the biomedical research fields with relative requirements, we obtain the Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: The areas in genomic medicine mapped on the data integration
architectures based on their specific requirements.
Biomedicine Research Areas
Human
Genomics
Pharm.
Drug
Microarr.
Biobanks
Int. Archs Genetics Clinical Pr.
Genomics Design
√
√
Warehouse
√
√
√
Mediator
√
√
√
√
√
SOA
√
√
Peer-based
We can now map the biomedicine research fields in the “data integration architecture space”, where on the x-axis we have the expressiveness,
the knowledge representation, divided into four levels: relational, semistructured, mediated schema and ontologies; in the y-axis we pointed the
data storage characteristic, from federated data to warehoused data. Figure 2.5 shows the mapping between biomedicine areas and data integration
architectures.
Now that we mapped the biomedicine areas to data integration architectures, we can identify what existing solutions exist as good examples for
each area. Figure 2.6 shows some existing solutions for the different areas.
UCSC Genome Browser [51, 52] and EBI EnsEMBL [53] are some of the
most important data warehouses that implement their databases with the
3
4

Web site of CaBIG project: https://cabig.nci.nih.gov.
Web site of BBMRI project: http://www.bbmri.eu.
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Figure 2.5: Mapping between biomedicine areas and data integration architectures [14].
relational approach. Both databases are open access and free for download
and academic use, and they have data mart tools to access data and visualize
them in a genome browser. PharmGKB [48] is a private datawarehouse with
high quality level, implemented with XML representation.
Important federated data engine are for example Entrez cross-database
search5 , one of the most used tool, and BioKleisli, a pioneer in applying
data integration approaches to biological data [54].
TAMBIS [55] is a commercial tool that integrates data using mediators
and grants transparent access to multiple biological resources; a parallel
tool for data integration about genes is GeneCards6 . Biomediator [56] has
an XML representation and exploits a federated approach.
Piazza is a valid example of peer data management system [57], with a
native high federation level.
There are many ontological resources in biomedicine research; here we
mentioned some integrating applications such as GeneX7 and Bio2RDF8 .
Both of them exploit RDF approach to map multiple data sources and inte5

Entrez web site: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/.
GeneCards web site: http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/cards/index.shtml.
7
GeneX web site: http://genex.sourceforge.net/.
8
Bio2RDF web site: http://sourceforge.net/projects/bio2rdf/.
6
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Figure 2.6: Existing solutions for each area, reflecting the mapping
biomedicine fields - data integration architectures [14].
grate data. We also note that a standard definition from W3C is in progress:
BioRDF9 .

9

BioRDF web site: http://esw.w3.org/HCLSIG BioRDF Subgroup.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of requirements
Chapter Summary
Given the starting motivations, this chapter discusses how we designed a
generic methodology to address the visual mining problem on data integration. This approach defines a method that can be decoupled into three
design blocks: “experimental data”, “knowledge data” and “computational
layer”. Each of these blocks will be deeper described in this section with the
perspective of being system’s requirements.
A discussion on the infrastructures on which we developed the system will be
presented. In this context, requirements needed a distributed environment
with strong properties and for this reason we chose the Grid environment
and the Cluster solution. Finally, we will provide reasons for which Grid is
a suitable solution and how the three design blocks fit Grid specifications.

Achieving personalized medicine for health care through integrated support of genetics and clinical practice implies dealing with a structured huge
amount of data that must be consistent and reliable. Above data is also
crucial to provide to users analytical methods for empirical data analysis.
What genetic laboratories need is a tool that allows data-integration and
supports biological data analysis exploiting computational infrastructures
on distributed environment.
Translating this general sentence in general requirements, we can define
three macro-categories:
1. data integration: aspects on data (what to analyze), how to unify and
integrate all needed data;
2. infrastructure: where to run programs and methods;
3. analytical methods: how to analyze data.

3.1 Data Integration

Once we defined the three macro-categories, next step will be a refinement of each category of requirements: a fine granularity of requirements
will allow us to design the right tool with the right features, fitting objectives
and scopes of the end users, biomedical researchers. Following the schema
of the three categories, we will discuss in deeper details all requirements and
their analysis will lead us to design our framework.

3.1

Data Integration

Many times we refer to biological data as “huge” amount of data. The size of
the data is not the only one problem: biological data are often heterogeneous
and collected with different quality ratio. Dealing with biological data means
coping with different data types, data structures (with data quality problems)
and data size.
For what concerns data types, we identified three main categories:
• Experimental data. Biological experiments exploit specific protocols to
produce quantitative results, such as a sample sequence. In many laboratories, technicians use biotechnological platforms to obtain final results; this is the case of chip technologies for example Single Nucleotide
Polymorphism (SNP [58]) analysis by arrays, or gene expression experiments. In this category we include genotype data, sequencing data,
and so on.
• Biological knowledge and annotations. Biomedical research produced
a set of annotations for known biological elements, for example coding
genes, proteins and transcripts. Annotations represent what we actually know about these elements: a gene, for example, is defined by a
set of transcripts and has got coding and non-coding regions depending on the specific proteins that the gene coded for. Annotations of
biological elements are computed through custom pipelines by main
research centers (i.e. NCBI, EBI; for deeper details of an example annotation pipeline see [59]). Together with annotations, we have also
functional information or other meta-data; for example, a gene can
be responsible for a single disease (monogenic or mendelian disease
with known disease causing gene) and the same gene is involved in a
biochemical pathway related to a specific tissue and it also connected
in a gene regulatory network. All these information came from experiments and once they have been confirmed and validated, results
became “biological knowledge”.
• Clinical phenotypes. Phenotype is a week definition in literature because it can include a wide range of data; anyway phenotypes are
always related to patients. When clinicians deal with a disease or a
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disorder, they can define a patient’s “phenotype” as a brief representation, affected or not-affected, or as a detailed set of variables, collecting
life style data, clinical parameters, health history, and so on. Moreover, phenotypes can be also combined with clinical investigations,
such as functional magnetic resonances (FMRI), radiographies, and so
forth.
In latest years, a new important category of data type is emerging: Results of Analyses. So far, many experiments have been conduced and we
now have many data. One of the recent attempt is to reuse such data by
standardizing information and meta-data. Meta-data here are very important since they represent outputs and results of the past analyses. In this
direction goes dbVar1 (Database of Genomic Variants), and dbGaP [60].
We did not include in the main categories this set of data because literature
did not achieve a standard definition for this data type. We also believe
that together with results of analyses (general outputs and data sets), authors should provide description of methods, significance values, and other
useful information: only improving these meta-data, the “category” results
of analyses will be really used and useful. This is the reason why we are
studying how to satisfy this emerging need and include it in the “knowledge”
standardization (in the final chapter 6 we discuss what we are realizing now
and our perspective, including the definition of “results of analyses”).
For what concerns data structures, we faced all kind of data representations while analyzing the three data types above mentioned, from unstructured data to semi-structured and structured data; we earlier discussed
about data structures in the Chapter 2. Example of unstructured data are
scientific articles for which text mining techniques can extract data with
a degree of reliability (given by accuracy, precision and recall parameters).
On the other hand, a large set of data for the three data types has a structured representation. For example, annotation data from NCBI and EBI are
collected in relational databases, fully and freely accessible. Also biological
knowledge has a structured representation through the use of ontologies, for
example Gene Ontology [61].
Data structures directly affect how to access data. This is an important
consideration for our requirements because we will have first to select the
most reliable data sources for each of the three categories and then we will
have to study custom procedures for data access and extraction. The definition of “reliable” is joint to many aspects, from data quality (data curation,
data representation, updating, and so on) to data availability and data access. Moreover, reliable means with no conflicts on data. Conflicts on data
occur when different data sources are not in agreement on the same data;
in this case we will have to decide how to solve the conflict. Our framework
1

Web site of dbvar: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbvar/.
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has to define the data sources and to consider these aspects of data quality
inspection.
The data size problem is directly related to efficiency, speed-up, computational cost in time and space, and infrastructure set up, and can highly
affect the system flexibility, scalability, availability and robustness. Data
size varies for each data type; the experimental data are usually larger than
other data types. Actual technologies can produce data with size of TeraBytes, for example next generation sequencing platforms (NGS). Even if the
overall experiment size is not so huge, we have to manage data of millions
of markers (for example SNPs) for each subject in a project, where in a
project we could have thousands of subjects, and for each marker we have
many values to store. It is thus easy understand that the system must be
designed on a strong computational infrastructure with servers having high
specifications. Moreover, mechanisms for speed up queries and fast data
access must be evaluated, such as binary data representation, materialized
views and caching methods.
Once all data types and relative characteristics have been considered, we
have to deal with data integration problems, the core of the system. The
requirements for data integration are trivial: collect the most important data
sets for each of the three categories of data types (so far the “Phenotypes”
data type is considered in the simple format for the data available). What we
have to do now is translate this goal in specifications and for this purpose we
engineered data in a data mining point of view. In the data mining discipline,
data marts are sub-sets of structured data that fill all needed data space
for a goal: this means that for the specific queries and mining procedures
that satisfy a specific goal, a pre-defined sub-set of data can be extracted
and represented as a multi-dimensional mart. The data representation is
viewed in a multi-dimensional space in which each table is a dimension of the
“mining space”. We exploited the same basic concept of multi-dimensional
data representation in our context where each dimension is related to one of
the data types. Once we defined our mining space in the biological context,
we can use data mining procedures to extract new knowledge from data,
both supported by statistical tools and machine learning algorithms. The
idea of the mining space is explained in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 shows the three main categories on the three dimensions (solid
lines), while the next category of the “results of analyses” will be added in
future developments (dashed line).

3.2

Infrastructures

In the Data Integration section, 3.1, we briefly mentioned some of the features of the systems describing the data size problem. All those features
are requirements for both the system and the infrastructure. We now will
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Figure 3.1: A general representation of the Mining Space.
deeper point main features that will led us to choose which infrastructure
best satisfies our requirements.
We identified three areas of requirements:
1. system’s requirements;
2. infrastructure’s requirements;
3. data management requirements.
For what concerns the system, the main features are efficiency and accessibility. Efficiency deals with computational costs in time (the space one
is mostly related to infrastructure requirements even this boundary is lazy):
end users of our tool should wait for results in reasonable time, depending
on the specific task. In Bioinformatics we often exploit very computational
intensive applications and most of them are massively parallelized. For this
reason, when we will design applications to run within the system we have
to implement parallel version of the methods or to port a single thread
program in a distributed one. Similar considerations must be taken while
dealing with relational database engines and database structures, designing
an efficient database with custom solutions to speed up performances on
data queries and data handling. Examples of such approaches are binary
data representations, data indexing, materialized views on data, caching of
most frequent queries, and so on. Accessibility is related to the way of access
and use the tool. We have to design simple methods for accessing system’s
contents over Internet for example using user friendly web interfaces or providing standard application protocol interfaces (API), for example with web
services ports.
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The framework has to stand on a strong infrastructure with these main
properties: scalability, flexibility, robustness and reliability. We already
pointed that we need high computational resources in time; here we also
add requirements for costs in terms of space. Scalability means easy way
of extending middle-ware as much as the system grows and needs more resources. This feature is important, for example, to grant space to new data
integration or to add computing elements to support data analysis. Flexibility is a requirement between the system and the infrastructure: as system
needs to add new features (in our idea in a plug-in perspective), as the infrastructure has to modify and adapt the structure of the middle-ware on
changes without re-designing the overall platform. Robustness and reliability concerns features for adaptive mechanisms on critical events and fault
tolerance and for load balancing, with performance speed-up. An example of
methods to achieve such requirements is the use of redundant middle-ware,
resources monitoring systems, hot swapping procedures for servers and disks,
load balancing with brokers as middle-ware, and so on. Moreover, we need
to cope with low cost infrastructure solutions. This requirement lead us to
fit two other features: resource sharing and reuse, preventing also wasting of
energy with benefits to the environment (electrical power saving, reduction
of CO2 emissions, etc).
Resource sharing and reuse well also fit the last type of requirements:
data management requirements. Sharing resources is one of the steps for
creating a research network. A research network is a key point in biological
research since only a common effort can really produce effective scientific
results. In a research network each partner can share data, resources and
knowledge, without loosing the ownership of them nor the intellectual property of possible results. Participating on a research network means having
both rights and dues. Rights are mostly related on scientific results and
ownership of data and resources, but also dues are related on the responsibility on shared data and resources. For example, each research center
can decide to share a sub-set of data but then the data management belongs to the data owner that decides data policies and is also responsible
for data quality and maintenance. Similar considerations in case of resource
sharing: if a partner shares a server as computational middle-ware, it is also
responsible for the server status. On the other hand, other partners that use
other data must follow data owner policies, and, if they run data analyses on
other servers, they must be responsible for their actions. Traceability is an
important requirement to fit the last need; also security must be carefully
considered as requirement.
Pointed all requirements, we found two main infrastructure solutions
that best address all problems:
1. Grid technology;
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2. Cluster environment.
The Grid solution satisfies all requirements, from data management and
privacy issues to resource sharing and computational need. In the Grid
paradigm, different partners share resources and use a common middle-were
and architecture to interact and communicate. Sub-sets of partners form
Virtual Organizations (VO), a network of people that usually exploit common applications or data, for example the Bioinformatics applied to medical
research. All Grid users are identified by their own Certification Authority,
usually the same partner research center; with this requirement, all users
have a private certificate. The user certificate is the key for accessing Grid
and the shared resources: in this way all users are authenticated, authorized
and can be monitored. The private certificate takes trace of the user’s activities and thus induces responsibility using data and server’s usage. On
the other hand, each research center maintains and is responsible for its own
shared data and hardware components. The Grid infrastructure is based on
many different middle-ware components that together natively grant all our
infrastructure’s requirements, such as scalability, robustness, redundancy,
fault tolerance, and so on.
Beside the Grid technology, Cluster solution is also appropriate. Similar
conditions can be applied in a cluster environment because usually a very
large cluster is used by a set of groups or research centers. Each user is
identified by the cluster administrator and gets a set of privileges for some
data (if available) or computational resources, both space and time. Since
users share the same resource, they have to take care or their actions and
can be tracked by system administrators.

3.3

Analytical methods

So far, we focused only on the properties of the system to grant the best
efficiency, performances, and all other infrastructure’s requirements. What
we still need is understand which analytical methods we need to provide to
users and how can they solve their problems.
Biomedical research studied a wide range of problems related to medicine
and health care and Bioinformatics got empirical solutions to problems combining computer science algorithms and engineering methods. Since many
software were implemented in Bioinformatics, we could not think to integrate at the starting point all software in our tool. We decided to release
on demand new software import. The simple idea can be summarized as
follows: we define a general framework that is the most flexible as possible
and when users have to solve a problem we create a custom plug-in to the
system and we integrate it to the framework. With the plug-in approach,
our system has the maximum flexibility and scalability.
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3.4

A unified approach

In the introduction, Chapter, 1, we identified two main scopes related to
distinct goals: a biological scope and a computer science one. The three
macro-categories that we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter can
be linked to the two scopes: the categories of data integration and infrastructures are related to computer science aspects whereas the category of
analytical methods to the biological scope. For this reason we primary focus on the computer science scope to design our framework and thus on the
first two categories. Once the system is designed, we can address emerging
biological problems.
The analysis of the requirements of the categories data integration and
infrastructure led us to generate the core model in Figure 3.2. As we previously saw in this chapter, data integration category handles three different
data types; for our purposes we will need only two of them: the “experimental data” and the “knowledge data”, visualized as different boxes, blue one
and red one respectively. The infrastructure category adds the third box in
the picture, the green one, allowing the computational layer access. Each
box represents distinct conceptual user needs and motivations to use our
framework. It means that, if a user is interested on running only his own
data and applications in the framework, he will start from the box “computational layer”; if he decides to use also our data, then he will virtually jump
to the two data boxes, this is the meaning of bi-directional arrows between
two boxes. Similar considerations if a user needs only to access data. The
data boxes are two distinct ones since, in this way, we can model the user
need to access separately experimental data or knowledge data.

Figure 3.2: The core system model using three design blocks.
We have to keep in mind that these three boxes are conceptual blocks
and users can access them only by interfaces, both application and web user
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interfaces. For this reason, we have to extend the core system of Figure 3.2
in a more general framework model. Figure 3.3 shows the core system boxes
in the computer science scope, the “framework space”, that exposes an interface to the “biological space”. In the biological scope we find both users
and general biological problems, that is the analytical method category. In
a general design perspective, users can access the framework through a biological problem, the light blue circle, or directly through system interfaces
to data and computational layer boxes, the orange arrows. The orange circle represents the general interface between the framework space and the
biological space.

Figure 3.3: The general framework model.
With the model in Figure 3.3 we can design our general framework and
then apply it to specific problems. Not all biological problems needs to use
all the elements of the framework: some of them could need only a sub-set of
core system boxes, for example only data boxes, and the custom pipeline to
access data will also exclude some of the directions of the arrows. Examples
of two biological problems will be presented in Chapter 5.
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Framework Design and
Implementation
Chapter Summary
In this section, the discussion is related on what has been done, focusing on
three design blocks:
1. Horizontal Integration: design and support for implementation of a
database to collect experimental data: here we developed the schema
of a system, called SNPLims, that models genotype and phenotype
data;
2. Vertical Integration: design and implementation of a database for biological knowledge integration with quality controls; our approach unifies multiple level knowledge and this has been implemented by importing data from external data sources such as NCBI, EmsEMBL,
UCSC, Gene ontology, etc. We also studied a method for conflict
inspection among imported data sources;
3. Computational Layer : this section focuses on the computational architecture and which solutions we exploited. The framework can access
EGEE Grid environment (VO Biomed) and the Michelangelo cluster
(LITBIO project) to run analyses on distributed architectures.

In latest years, a huge amount of biological data have been produced in
different bioinformatics areas, the “omics” fields. Big projects and efforts
have been promoted on the integration and the fusion of these data and
recent fundings went to bio-banks related projects whose objective is the integration of the data of different heterogeneous/homogeneous sources widely
distributed to improve statistical analysis and diagnoses’ discovery (for example the EU project BBMRI [62], the US project CaBIG [63], etc). What
is actually the most important challenge is the integration of the biological
knowledge and many efforts have been done in this way [45, 64, 65]. Based

4 Framework Design and Implementation

on this integration, we could use the biological data, for example genotypes,
to infer or discover other knowledge (disease genes for example). This new
kind of integration is exactly perpendicular to the first one and for this reason is sometimes called vertical integration whereas the former one is called
horizontal 1 . In other words what is missing in the bioinformatics scenario is
a comprehensive system for global and ontological integration, starting from
genes (or other measures) and combining gene’s networks, pathways, systems biology models, and so forth, also able to support a wide data mining
analysis.
To achieve our mining goal, we designed a data warehouse to integrate
annotation data in a vertical perspective while experimental data in a horizontal one. Vertical and horizontal notation refer to the specific way in
which we integrate data. The term horizontal integration is related to experimental data, based on the idea that many different research institutes
generate same data and thus they can create a network for common data
exchange and sharing. Such research centers often have different projects
in which usually they exploit similar methodological approaches and platforms, producing experimental data in the similar format. For example,
if two different centres are addressing GWAS studies for a specific disease,
the first one with Illumina array of 1M Single Nucleotide Polimorphisms
(SNPs) while the second one with Affymetrix platform of 600K SNPs, they
both have fluorescences of SNPs. The difference in their data is related to
the sample population and the specific set of SNPs present in each array, but
since they are studying the same disease and also with the same statistical
approach, they can share their own private data set and increase the sample
power. In such a perspective, horizontal integration means to join similar
datasets of different centres.
On the other hand, vertical integration is related to knowledge data. In
fact biological data is naturally structured in overlapped layers, from tissues
to genes and finally to nucleotides. Each layer groups similar biological
entities, for example genes, and within each layer many different relations
can occur, for example gene networks, coming from a semantic knowledge
representation. Each ontological representation creates a map. We designed
the database of annotation using a vertical integration approach and thus
relating every neighboring layer. Since the notion of gene is a central role in
genetics and in all the “omics” disciplines, the vertical integration points the
gene layer in the center realizing a gene-centric integration approach: from
the gene layer we can move upward to tissues and downward until single
nucleotides.
Data are not all that a biologist needs. A very important task is to
1

NB: this definition of vertical and horizontal integration is different from the same
adjectives used in the Section 2.1. In the previous section we refer to vertical and horizontal
integration as a mere database operation, strictly related to tables. Here we redefine the
terms as conceptual data representation in a virtual mining space.
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provide a set of analytical tools to researchers. The set of analytical tools
is strictly related to specific biological problems, for example the Alignment
problem or a statistical method for analyzing data. All tools that we can
release, adapt or install have to be related to data and thus to the integrated
database. Two of these biological problems will be discussed in the next
Chapter (5) as use cases of the framework. An important feature that a
framework for bioinformatics has to cope with is related to computational
aspects. For this reason, we designed the framework able to run processes
on both Grid environment and Cluster technologies.
Next sections will discuss in deeper details the three “blocks” that form
the framework: horizontal integration, vertical integration and computational layer. Since the framework needed a validation for each of the three
blocks, we separately designed and implemented them. The implementation
process is ending and we am actually focusing on the integration of the three
blocks in a new perspective, as we will describe in the final section 6.

4.1

Horizontal Integration

The first step for a coherent horizontal integration is the understanding of
the data and processes for different laboratories. During the period of the
doctorate project, we have been in touch with two laboratories and, based on
their needs and procedures, we wrote specifications and requirements. The
two laboratories belong to different institutions: the first one is a laboratory
of genetics from the Universita’ degli Studi di Milano (University of Milan)
and the needs for this laboratory are related both to genetics and clinical
aspects since the researchers of the institute are also medical doctors and
clinicians. The second institute is Multimedica, a private research center
that combines genetic research and biotechnology; Multimedica is also a
laboratory for biochemical analyses.
The two research institutes needed a datawarehouse for data analysis
and, based on their use cases, we designed a system for horizontal data
integration. The experimental data that the two laboratories deal with
mostly come from genotyping projects. Other data types are related to
tissue expression analyses and sequencing; only for a small subset of projects
they use the latter platforms. Each technology has got multiple platforms,
for example Illumina or Affymetrix; in our case both laboratories use the
BeadArray genotyping technology from Illumina, a chip for SNPs analysis.
A research project is structures in multiple work-packages and deliverables and may have got more phases. For each phase, a single platform
can be employed. For example, in the project Hypergenes 2 we have got two
phases: the first one is the genotyping phase while the second one is the
validation step and this activity exploits sequencing activity and custom
2

European grant HEALTH-F4-2007-20150, web site www.hypergenes.eu.
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genotyping process. For each genotyping array, a set of different markers
is defined and markers are strictly related to a unique annotation human
genome build3 .
Each project enrolls a set of patients, depending on the specific phenotype under investigation. A set of patients defines a cohort: the term cohort
is adopted since a project can include multiple sets of already available patients and each cohort could use different protocols for patient monitoring
even though the phenotype is the same for two. On the other hand, a set
of new patients can constitute a cohort with its own protocols and clinical
variables.
A genetic or clinical project usually is build on a phenotype. For this
reason, all patients are related to at least one phenotype, for example Hypertesion. A phenotype is represented by a set of clinical variables, like
“systolic blood pressure” or “body mass index” and each single variable has
got a type and a valid range of values. Each patient can have the value
for each phenotype variable and these instances can be collected during the
patient life (temporal variable).
Moreover, we have also to manage analyses and relative results. A study
is defined on a specific project phase with a subset of patients and a phenotype. Dealing with genotyping technologies and statistics, the first project
phase of Hypergenes for example analyzes data with Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) and thus a researcher needs to set up two sets
of patients, cases and controls related on a phenotype, and for each SNP
GWAS methods gets a statistical significance score (association value of SNP
to phenotype). Other studies are related to Copy Number Variants (CNV),
tissue expression, ans so on.
Given all these requirements, we designed a database; the structure of
the database is described by Figure 4.1.
The database schema also contains a representation for researchers, users
of the system and owner of studies. A user can process a study and store
results and for each study it is possible to set users’ permissions. Moreover,
we designed a general tracking system for all tables and custom procedures
and triggers to monitor user behavior and data editing.
Based on the first database schema, we implemented the database and
we apply strategies to enhance database query engine, for example adopting binary data representation and so on. We exploited PostgreSQL4 as
relational database server.
So far, our solution is centralized but we designed the system with flexible
and extensible technologies so that we are also able to release a distributed
version of the system.
3

A human genome release is periodically build by a specific annotation pipeline; for a
deeper discussion and an example of EnsEMBL genome build, see [59].
4
Link to PostgreSQL web site: http://www.postgresql.org.
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Figure 4.1: Database Schema.
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4.2

Vertical Intagration

Approaching the vertical integration needs a completely reliable mechanism
to ensure quality of data, their provenance and accuracy.
The most important public databases have an accurate data-quality control
and in some emerging cases the operation of quality assurance is performed
by hand. Considering a specific biological domain, for example gene area,
some of the most accessed data sources are NCBI Entrez GeneBank [66],
UCSC [52] and EnsEMBL [53].
For genome data, the annotation process that identifies new genes from different transcripts is based on different pipelines and algorithms [67, 68, 69].
Such differences sometimes lead to collect different information for the same
biological object, in this case the gene: the differences occur as conflict in
four forms: (1) missing values in some sources for the same gene, (2) completely different values stored in the data sources (not overlapping and not
matching data) for the gene selected, (3) partially overlapping information
for the biological object, and (4) absence of the entire genetic element in a
database.
So far, systems that integrates genomic data in the same web page with
a long list of identifiers, for example HGNC [70] and GeneCards [71, 72], can
implicitly show to a scientist only such a behavior and present the different
cases but do not explain any conflict, the reason for its occurrence, in which
value and what sources are in agreement (consistent to the same object).
In case of different information for the same gene within the major considered databases, a biologist has to choose from what source to believe.
Actually this choice is taken only based on the user’s experience and practice but sometimes without a real awareness of the information quality for
the queried genes and no explicit metrics are given to lead scientist through
its choice. The importance of this choice is a crucial point since genetic data
are sometimes blindly used from the databases and these information became the bases on which statistical analysis or clustering and classification
are performed: if underlying data are unreliable then all activities standing
on them are weak.
In literature, few studies exist on the problem of data-fusion of genetic
data; one of these examples treat the data-fusion process as part of classification activity oriented to the so called gene prioritization [73, 74, 75, 76].
The gene prioritization approach is based on machine learning techniques
and proposes a valid statistical framework to create a good classifier. The
problem is that the gene prioritization model generates a classifier without
performing a quality control on the data adopted and the authors refer to
the fusion activity as the process to only collect data from the different
databases and integrate the gene knowledge. They do not explain if they
perform any conflict resolution, a basic procedure for the data-fusion, and
they do not cite any index nor metrics to estimate the reliability of the data
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source. In this way, even if data conflicts could be few or not significant, the
classifier should be biased by a partial knowledge retrieving.
An example of conflict for discordant data is depicted in Figure 4.2 (example retrieved on June 2009; during the evolution and update of database
part of the framework, most of these examples could change). The case
illustrated is extracted from a real situation where a scientist wants to know
something more about genes on the region of chromosome 6 at 136 megabases. Querying the region in the chromosome 6 at 136 mega-bases, the
UCSC Genome Browser shows three transcripts: two of them referred to
EnsEMBL (codes ENST00000392356, ENST00000403495) and the last one
to Refseq (NR_026805.1). Next step is discovering the gene for the transcripts and relative proteins but each database refers the symbol linked from
UCSC to different biological objects, and there is no suggestion to user for
such discordance: navigating the links of these transcripts in the original
databases we obtain three different genes, one for each transcript, but the
single gene retrieved by RefSeq does not match any of the two EnsEMBL
genes. Moreover the RefSeq gene id linked to a protein, thus is a coding
gene; otherwise the EnsEMBL genes are not related to any protein, “No
protein product” retrieved.

Figure 4.2: An example of discordant data on genes among UCSC, Entrez
Gene and EnsEMBL.
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Motivated by these reasons we found the need for a method that helps
biologist to rationalize knowledge and makes explicit the differences among
data sources based on their own information content, even if the percentage
of data conflicts among different data sources is only relative. Based on the
query of the user that chooses the data sources from which to retrieve data,
the final objective of the model is to generate a synthetic and aggregated
view of the data flow among sources through an integrated multi-query
approach and to present results in two perspectives:
1. a database-centric view which analyzes the data flow among sources
based on properties like depth of links and number of hops, type of
database, and so forth, and returns a graph where each data source is
a node and the arches are the integration connections on a gene field:
objective of this view is to draw the data flow shared and look for
annotation conflicts (as showed in Figure 4.2) directly from the graph;
2. a gene-centric view which presents the information added by each
source to the gene annotation: objective of this view is to present
what is each source contribution to the gene annotation and estimate
what is the information gain of the source integrated.
We design the method decoupled in two steps: data fusion and data flow
inspection activity. While the former manages data integration procedures,
the latter helps the data fusion through data flow analysis by drawing a
schema of data sources integrated and interconnected; the aim of this section
is to describe such steps.

4.2.1

Data Fusion Activity

A general model for data fusion is composed by three main activities, summarized as follows:
1. data quality inspection: this step allows to inspect the data sources
chosen with the objective of studying how the maintainers of the data
collections produce their data, which updating procedure they use and
with which frequency, what kind of pipelines they adopt and then
which is level of reliability for each database;
2. data integration: once the data sources have been chosen, the data
integration activity concerns how to unify the access to the data among
the collections;
3. data fusion: finally the procedure of data fusion attempts to resolve the
conflicts on discordant fields of the data among the different sources
and present a unified view of the biological object with the level of
reliability on each data source quantitatively explicit.
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All these steps can be viewed as part of a data-warehouse and data-mining
procedure.
Data Quality Inspection
There are many public databases that store genomic data [77] and all sources
can be classified based on biological information collected. If we are interested in databases for genes and that produce their data from specific sequences and annotation pipelines, we mainly refer to NCBI Gene [66] and
EBI EnsEMBL [53].

Figure 4.3: A general annotation pipeline adopted to predict genes based
on sequences, extracted from EBI model. Ref. to [78].
These databases perform automated annotation pipelines to predict genes [78]
from transcripts, protein sequences, as showed in the general Figure 4.3
where, starting from single sequences, creating the assembly, the gene prediction exploits more data related to different biological elements, such as
proteins, EST, coding DNA. Specific algorithms and pipelines process all
data and produce the gene prediction and relative annotation. Since the
annotation pipelines use different algorithms and biological elements to get
results, data collected in these sources could be different for predicted genes.
For Entrez Gene, the annotation process identifies sequence features
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on the contigs such as variation, sequence tagged sites, transcript alignments, known and predicted genes, and gene models. Transcript models
are generated via a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) using transcript alignment constraints and, if available, protein hit information. The curators of
the database adopted manually reviewed annotations from RefSeq regions
instead of corresponding gene models generated by automated processing.
Identification of genes within the genome assembly reveals the functional
significance of particular stretches of genomic sequence. Genes are found using three complementary approaches: (1) known genes are placed primarily
by aligning mRNAs to the assembled genomic contigs; (2) additional genes
are located based on alignment of ESTs to the assembled genomic contigs;
and (3) previously unknown genes are predicted using hints provided by
protein homologies.
In EnsEMBL, for genome projects without existing high-quality annotation, Ensembl provides an automatic annotation. Ensembl is biased to
producing a set with high specificity (few predictions being incorrect) potentially at the expense of sensitivity: the choice is to prefer missing a few
features than heavily overpredict. Even if the automatic annotation cannot
replace human annotation, the best automatic methods is retrieving all the
evidence as best as possible on the reference to a human annotator then create custom heuristics to resolve the set of systematic errors. A disadvantage
of this annotation procedure is that it becomes more detailed and therefore
less generalized. Manual annotation is also used and EnsEMBL efforts are
oriented to putative transcripts for the gene prediction.
Each of the database cited shows very accurate procedures for the annotation pipeline and their policies to accept a gene as predicted have a high
level of accuracy and are widely significant. Thus in case of discordant values between them, a scientist cannot easily know if there are conflicts and
moreover how to solve them or which source rely on and take the information
since each of them are reliable in their point of view.
What we propose is a method that gets explicit existing conflicts on the
biological queried objects and in next phases attempt to provide custom
indexes for the user’s choice.
Data Integration
The integration of biological data is a key feature in our approach since it is
the layer which does the data retrieval. Since each public database exposes
a different way to access data from each other, we design the integration
layer with different procedures for data extraction and import, a single one
for each database, and then all data are collected in a support database, designed using a data-warehouse approach. This internal integrated database
can be adopted as data source for annotation analysis and conflict detection.
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Based on the idea that biological knowledge is structured in different layers, from genes down to nucleotides and up to cells and systems, the vertical
integration approach led us to design our data-warehouse using snow-flake
schema, combining all identifiers of each single layer in a unique representation. Given a biological element, for example a gene, we created an object
Gene which includes all key fields coming from the imported gene tables.
Then we created an instance of gene schema for each gene and thus for
each gene we are able to associate different annotations. Moreover, since
we had to implement the vertical integration between neighboring layers,
we combined the general snow-flake schema representations, that is the objects, of neighboring layers, for example the gene object is connected with
the Transcript object and the Protein object. These observations are drawn
in Figure 4.4 and 4.5, where the first picture represents the vertical data
integration idea and the second one the snow-flake approach.

Figure 4.4: The vertical integration meaning on biological annotations.
The database is oriented to systems biology and is also ontology-based.
It exploits a MySQL server and the data warehouse approach consists in
collecting and transforming heterogeneous data from different sources, allowing their integration and accessibility. This approach is typical of data
integration models and differs from data integrity models, often used for
normalized databases which are widely used to maintain primary resources.
The database is gene-centric and considers at the moment only human genes
which are annotated, among other features, by symbol, description, aliases
and sequences. Data about SNP are downloaded from dbSNP [79], which
allows to integrate data about chromosomal and contig position, heterozygosity, alleles and function of the related DNA portion. Moreover, gene
products have been collected as list of mRNAs sequences and related protein
isoforms according to the NCBI RefSeq annotations (NCBI Nucleotide [80]).
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Figure 4.5: Snow-flake schema representation for two simple nodes: genes
and transcripts.
Data about proteins include all the identifiers suitable to download the related sequences, functional domains [81, 82] and structural models from the
Protein Data Bank [83].
The systems biology perspective leads to consider data such as the list of the
biochemical pathways (KEGG [84] and Reactome [85]) where human gene
products are involved, and information about protein-protein interactions
(PPIs), collected from BioGRID [86], which complement knowledge about
pathways and enable crucial network based analysis.
Finally, in order to provide a standard framework for data integration
and a reliable engine for SNPs selection, the database has been built on a
strong ontology layer. Whenever available, data have been annotated using
ontological terms: Gene Ontology [87] for genes and KEGG Pathway ontology (derived from the hierarchical organization of KEGG pathways) for
pathways are just some of the hierarchically structured vocabularies that
underlie the infrastructure. Additionally, ontology structures allow to improve the performance of statistical and analytical evaluations by means of
the graphs that undergo the hierarchically structured vocabularies and that
shed light on the relationships between biological components.
To access and import external sources, we adopted different methods for
each data source. The UCSC Genome Browser grants access to the database
via FTP (to files and tables) and directly by MySql ODBC. NCBI created
access to data via API, the eUtils, with more programming languages such as
Perl and Java. Moreover EnsEMBL exposes a good system of web-services,
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very useful also for work-flows. Other public collections don’t have programming interfaces or accession systems and thus they need custom wrappers,
for example exploiting community tools and libraries already created for this
facility or implementing new ones.
Our system is periodically synchronized with original data-sources and
thus our data are always up to date.
Data Fusion
The final data fusion process provides a way to recognize and make explicit
conflicts among the same biological objects and it presents a complete and
consistent representation as a whole. While schematic conflicts (dealing
with different attribute names or differently structured data sources) and
identity conflicts (related to different way of identifying a real world object)
are considered in the integration process, the data fusion activity focuses
on explaining multiple representation of the same biological object. Even if
the semantics of the relative attributes is equal, data conflicts refer to the
different attribute values. In such cases there are two kind of conflicts: the
uncertainty about the attribute values caused by missing information, and
the contradiction caused by different attribute values.
In our examples from the biological database related to genes, one of
them presented in Figure 4.2, the most troublesome conflict regards the
contradiction and a domain specific technique has to be evaluated: the ontological derivation and the suggestions coming from other biological objects
related are the key point to solve the contradiction. Missing values in some
sources will be ignored and the data present in the other databases will be
considered as effective values. Tracking of the missing values has to be reported in the database, in particular if in the presentation layer we planned
to realize also link integration or DAS.
To address the problem of conflict analysis we design the data flow inspection activity, a way to discover conflicts using graph and multi-query
approach to our internal integrated database.

4.2.2

Data Flow Inspection

The data flow activity is based on the integrated database that has been
created in the data fusion phase and replicates the graph of the existing
data flow of integration among databases and reveal whether conflicts on
annotations subsist: all the process is based on a multi-query approach
that checks for consistency and congruence of the data and annotations.
Moreover, it helps scientists on understanding what is the current integration
status on the biological element considered among the data sources, what
is the contribution of each database to the overall gene information, and
how much does each source increases the knowledge level on the element
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queried. While the conflict inspection activity is related to a databasecentric perspective, since it is based on databases and their data properties,
the information content analysis phase is linked to a gene-centric perspective,
since it exploits data sources to estimate the contribution of each added
annotation which increases the gene knowledge.
Database Perspective
We propose to extend the user behavior in Figure 4.2 to draw the schema
of data integration and understand if conflicts occur and where they are
located. To address the problem we chose a multi-query approach and the
algorithm can be synthesized as follows:
• select some data sources: to reflect the previous case for example
UCSC, NCBI and EnsEMBL;
• choose a gene and the root database: this collection will be the first
source to query (the reference source);
• query the root source in the internal database (integrated and updated) and fetch all the objects related to the specific gene (transcripts,
proteins, etc) and their identifiers for the other sources;
• while: all identifiers are related,
do: query the internal database with all the identifiers fetched and
retrieving the results for all the data sources (the root and the other
remaining ones) check for inconsistencies between identifiers.
If the internal database is consistent and coherent, that means no conflicts among the data sources considered, then the method converges to a
unique solution quickly; otherwise the computational cost to solve the relations is exponential, proportional to the amount of conflicts since the while
loop runs a query for each added conflict using all identifiers.
The key point in the while loop statement is when all identifiers of the
biological objects can be related each other. Drawing these relations we
discover that we are plotting a graph where nodes are the data sources and
arches are the integrated identifiers (on a specific gene field). In this way we
can consider the data flow as a path among nodes, and if the final graph,
resulting after run the method of multi-query, is connected and has cycles
then we have no conflicts. Otherwise the plot will show how much conflicts
propagate the errors and generate information entropy.
Gene Perspective
The last word in the paragraph 4.2.2 suggests that we can also study how
much the information added by each source improve the annotation for the
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gene, and thus estimate the information gain. This is still a work in progress
which is in analysis in the gene perspective.
The main idea of this other view is to point out what benefits are there
by using a set of sources instead of others and by creating a plot of both
what information is shared among the sources and what is unique. The
starting drawing presents all the elements that the first query fetched (based
on identifiers) and how they are connected in a graph. Since this view is
symmetric to the database one, we handle the same problems, limits, and
computational bounds: if conflicts exist, the graph would have a increasing
number of nodes.
This method for data quality control has been presented to the conference CIBB 2009, Computational Intelligence methods for Bioinformatics
and Biostatistics [88].

4.3

Computational Layer

The computational platforms that we enabled to the framework are two:
1. Grid EGEE infrastructure;
2. Michelangelo LITBIO cluster.
The Grid computational infrastructure is operated by the Eurpean Project
EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE [89], Phase III) for the European scientific and research communities with more than 240 sites worldwide, providing
access to more than 50.000 CPUs.
It consists of a collection of computers, storages, special devices and
services that are heterogeneous in every aspect, geographically distributed
and dynamically linked by a wide-area network which can be accessed ondemand by a set of users with appropriate authentication and authorization.
The Grid was originally invented as a practical solution to the problems
of storing and processing the large quantities of data that are going to be
produced by CERN”s Large Hadron Collider (LHC). This computational
facility can be seen as a service for sharing computer power and data storage
capacity over the Internet, going beyond simple communication between
computers, and aiming ultimately to turn the global network of computers
into one vast computational resource. In this scenario, this infrastructure
enables data sharing between thousands of scientists with multiple interests,
tries to ensures that all data is accessible anywhere, anytime and copes with
different computer centers access policies, ensuring data security.
The EGEE Grid infrastructure runs upon a set of middleware services
called gLite 5 , which is integrated, certified and distributed by the project
5

Link: https://edms.cern.ch/file/722398/gLite-3-UserGuide.html.
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itself and world-widely deployed on the computational resources. The services available in the gLite distribution can be broadly classified into two
categories: the Grid Foundation Middleware, covering the security of the
infrastructure, the information, monitoring and accounting systems and the
access to computing and storage resources; the other is a higher-level Grid
Middleware, including services for job management, data catalogs and data
replication, providing applications with end-to-end solutions. In order to use
this infrastructure a personal authentication certificate is required. The certificate is released by a Certification Authority and associated to a Virtual
Organization, a geographically independent group of collaborating scientists; the access to computational resources is executed through dedicated
User Interfaces running the gLite middleware and its CLI commands.
On the other hand we could use also a cluster, called Michelangelo,
provided by the LITBIO project6 and is composed by 70 nodes, and 18.5TB
of redundant storage. Each node is composed of two 275 dual-core AMD
Opteron CPUs (total of 4 cores) and 8GB ram; all the nodes are connected
via 10 Gbit/sec Infiniband, granting maximum scalability.
The Grid-enabling part of the framework (VNAS [90]) has not been all
implemented by the author of this thesis, but he contributed on the design
of the second version (the current stable release). A short description of
VNAS software follows.
A common strategy for enhancing the success rate for the execution of
jobs is to develop a system to monitor each launch and to manage the resubmission of failed jobs. GMarte, for example, an infrastructure for studying
myocardial ischemia [91], has check-pointing capabilities that allow execution recovery in case of remote resource failure. Another example is the
WISDOM initiative [92], the objective of which is to develop a virtual screening pipeline for drug discovery: during the challenge execution, its system
is able to track failed jobs, to ban the faulty computing elements from the
requirements section of the job definitions and to resubmit the failed jobs.
Submission engines may also provide strategies to address jobs to the best
available nodes: this task, known as resource mapping, is generally executed
by the Grid middleware. The general problem of optimally mapping tasks
to machines in a heterogeneous computing environment has been shown to
be NP-complete [93, 94], thus, analytical solutions give way to heuristics.
Defining a fixed strategy applicable to different scenarios like data intensive
or computing intensive applications is a problem and different heuristics apply to different situations [95]. Static mapping is therefore unlikely to be
optimal in a time-evolving scenario like the available Grid resources and dynamic load balancing strategies are in continuous development, both at mid6

Laboratory of Interdisciplinary Technologies in Bioinformatics (LITBIO) is funded by
Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Universita’ e della Ricerca (MIUR - Italy) through a FIRB
2003 grant. For more information visit the project web site http://www.litbio.org.
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dleware level (an interesting comparison of late binding versus early binding
in gLite 3.1 can be found in [96]) and at higher abstraction levels. In the
latter case, an interesting solution may be provided by submission with pilot
jobs (see DIANE, PANDA, glideInWMS, gLExec [97, 98, 99, 100, 101]), in
which tasks are no longer pushed through the grid scheduler but are put in a
master pool located on the User Interface and then pulled by pilots running
on computing nodes. Other approaches make use of meta-schedulers which
compute metrics through resource discovery and matchmaking, in order to
optimize job submission [102, 103] and adopt job replication techniques for
those jobs that are most likely to fail [104].
The pilot job technique permits the exploitation of grid resources very efficiently since pilots running on faster resources can pull more tasks than
those on slow resources. However, this implies that only the pilot jobs are
managed by the grid scheduler (the Workload Management System) while
all the effective jobs bypass grid queues and are consecutively executed until
the maximal wall-clock time allowed for the (pilot) job, controlled by the
local resource management system, is reached. This could potentially keep
an arbitrarily high number of grid computing nodes occupied for days and
this aspect rendered the pilot approach to be considered unfair with respect
to the grid computing philosophy [105].
Another common problem of existing solutions is the excessive network traffic between the master pool and remote jobs, during the connection for data
fetching and results pushing. This is due to the lack of an optimized datamanagement such as basic data identification and deduplication algorithms.
Usually the problem is partially worked around by placing the necessary
files (especially input files) on Storage Elements. However in this case the
uploading has to be performed by hand at the beginning of the computation,
and also algorithms for garbage collection of data on Storage Elements at
the end of challenge computation are in general not provided by the main
grid submission softwares. In addition, this solution implies monitoring the
files availability from the worker nodes, creating replicas in order to reduce
network latency and recovering data if one replica at one location is lost or
unavailable. This task can be handled with different strategies, as reviewed
in [106], and is a critical aspect as in case of a file failure, the pilot job like
any other job has to be marked failed and resubmitted.
The potentially unfair [105] aspects, implicit in the techniques that bypass
the Grid WMS and its queues along with some security issues (defined as
serious in [96], deep in [107] and as potential security holes [105]) implied in
many implementations and the need for a better data management made us
prefer the implementation of a different approach, based upon the enhancement of an existing framework called VNAS.
We developed a software layer, built on top of the grid middleware,
for launching and monitoring grid jobs and managing the success of the
overall computation by resubmitting problematic jobs automatically. This
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layer was developed by enhancing an earlier framework (VNAS [90]), adding
important features aimed at increasing the success rate of the submission.
These improvements include, among general code optimizations, the implementation of a multi-threaded submission engine, the use of a dedicated
FTP for file transfer and a management system for Grid replicas of needed
files. These are described below in greater detail. The VNAS framework
also features data deduplication and management capabilities, integrating
strategies for the detection of failed, hanged, endlessly queued, or otherwise
problematic grid jobs, allowing an automatic canceling and resubmission
for jobs detected in such conditions. This results in an abstraction layer
with reliability over the Grid platform, accessible with a set of API for grid
operation which significantly eases the task of developing new applications
for the grid. Currently VNAS features pilot jobs only in the very limited
implementation of one task per pilot, meant as a job-wrapper that prepares
data on the Worker Node (WN), runs the job and prepare the outputs for
reclaim. We considered it was not appropriate to significantly bypass the
grid WMS and queues and were concerned about the excessive exploitation
of the grid that can be caused by a full implementation of pilot jobs. This
can result in unfairly low grid availability for other grid users. However,
we recognize that a full pilot job implementation could greatly ameliorate
some of the problems we have faced and which are described in this paper, such as challenge completion times being impacted by late jobs on slow
nodes, so we are in fact considering implementing a full-fledged pilot job
feature (i.e. multiple tasks per pilot) for a future version. On the other
hand, VNAS data management and deduplication capabilities as described
below is a distinctive feature and makes it unique among grid submission
frameworks.
During the design phase of VNAS framework we introduced the requirement for this system to be capable of handling jobs which required huge
amounts of data. Even if the current version of gLite allows to specify the
max amount of data which can be submitted by the physical input-sandbox,
it has been shown [106] that it is better not to use a large sandbox and instead put big files or databases on the Storage Elements (SE), in order to
facilitate the single job submission. Currently DIANE [97], for example,
cannot handle this aspect, and so the user has to handle the replica management strategy by manually putting files on storage elements, managing
replication and monitoring of data availability and take actions in case files
are not reachable on the SEs any longer (which unfortunately does happen).
Finally, they have to remember to clear data off the storage elements upon
end of the challenge. This means that for every challenge/analysis, the user
has to perform essentially the same operations over again.
For this reason we designed our VNAS to handle the replication of data
on storage elements. This is achieved via a “virtual sandbox” feature: an
emulated sandbox which transparently uses the Grid’s Storage Elements for
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temporarily storing and retrieving files. During the submission of one job,
if the files required for job’s operation are not detected to be duplicates (see
below), they are immediately uploaded on a VNAS-controlled home FTP
server and are immediately available to grid jobs. Further replications of
such files on Storage Elements are performed at job execution time directly
from the Computing Elements by VNAS job-wrapper agents: an additional
replica is added in normal conditions onto the SE nearest to the CE (this is
LAN distance in most cases) just prior to file downloading, if not existing already: this comes free in terms of time and bandwidth, compared to simple
download, and the number of replicas for virtual sandbox files becomes in
this way proportional to the files’ usage. All replicas are garbage collected
after a period of inactivity as explained below. This solution greatly reduces
the time needed for submission. A copy of the data is still maintained at
the home FTP server, so to be able to proceed with the computation even
in case of a simultaneous failure of all the replicas (this is possible when
they are still few, or in case of temporary failure of Logical File Catalog).
This solution also limits the impact of overall data transfer during big challenges, since during execution of jobs common data gets heavily replicated,
eventually ending up in most SEs, and at that point the inbound data transfer to the Grid sites (WN+SE) performing the computation substantially
decreases. The virtual sandbox also features integrated optimizations such
as data deduplication: this is performed by automatically detecting equality of virtual sandbox files based on content, across different submissions,
even when performed by different users. This avoids uploading again files
which were recently uploaded through the virtual sandbox system, hence
saving Grid’s bandwidth and storage space. After N days of no-use, automatic garbage collection removes virtual sandbox files, hence guaranteeing
cleanup of Grid resources while relieving the user from the burden of continuously thinking whether they might or might not still need a certain file
loaded on the Grid for their future Grid launches.
VNAS also simplifies the development of complex grid pipelines by providing a callback system for performing automatic actions upon events, such
as single jobs or groups of jobs having reached global completion or irrecoverable failures (max number of attempts exceeded). This can ease
the creation of complex applications such as this one and up to arbitrarily
complex pipelines and workflows with multiple computational stages on the
Grid. The VNAS system is divided into three main sub-applications: the
launcher, the submitter, and the receiver/monitor application; such applications allow to independently manage the creation and submission of the
grid jobs as well as the retrieval of the results. The launcher application
is directly called by the user/application, and is used to “prepare” the job
execution environment (substantially a virtual sandbox directory with the
executable to be run and input data for a single job execution, plus some
management parameters). The job payload is split into an SE part (virtual
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sandbox) which is directly uploaded at this stage, and a stub part containing
a job-wrapper (substantially a 1:1 pilot) and some management parameters
for the wrapper, including instructions needed to reconstruct this specific
sandbox at CE side and run the computation with proper parameters. It is
at launcher’s stage that data deduplication kicks in: current virtual sandbox
files are matched against old ones (MD5 hash based on content, detecting
equality even upon file name changes) and this prevents useless resubmission
of existing files, saving bandwidth, storage space, and job submission time.
Also, at this stage the garbage collector days-counter gets reset, so to extend
the life of existing matched (deduplicated) files. The launcher finally delivers
the stub containing the job-wrapper and management/execution parameters
to the spool for the submitter application. Each job stub prepared by the
launcher application is then submitted to the grid environment by the submitter component, running as a multi-threaded server application, polling
for data in the spool from the launcher application. The receiver/monitor
application periodically checks the different status of each job, identifying
failed jobs that have to be re-submitted, and fetching the results for completed jobs. In our experience the retrieval of results can be a long process
and the risk of losing communication between the Grid user interface (UI)
and the Grid environment in this time window does subsist, resulting in erroneous truncated results files at the receiver’s side. In order to address this
problem, at the end of the computation the MD5 checksum of the results file
is computed by the VNAS’s job-wrapper agent at the worker node side and
this is sent to the VNAS’s User-Interface side separately. After this, the job
output itself is transferred to the home FTP server. At the UI-side VNAS
checks the MD5 information against the results file: a mismatch in the hash
re-computation flags the job as generically “failed” and job resubmission is
performed.
The submitter and the receiver/monitor applications run as multi-threaded
processes on the UI, which means that more grid operations can run concurrently: this decreases the time needed for jobs submission and monitoring while enabling the system to be fault tolerant in case of grid failures.
A higher performance in job submissions is also achieved by using several
WMS servers, in a round-robin or randomly-chosen fashion so to split the
workload for job submission onto several servers. This leads to a more even
load on WMS servers and also limits the number of failures during submissions due to WMS server failures (a submission failure would be retried on
a different server).
The VNAS framework has been used in various earlier and current
projects in order to raise the reliability and reduce the development time
for new Grid applications [108, 90]. A scheme of VNAS design is shown in
Figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: The VNAS framework scheme.
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Framework Application
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we are presenting two biological problems and their application within the framework. The discussion will follow how the system
(the framework) supported the solutions to the problems following the three
design blocks description. The two applications are:
1. Linkage Analysis, a very well known statistics in human genetic epidemiology with high computational limits; we focused on developing
and implementing a new solution to the problem. We also tested
system’s performances in Grid and Cluster environments, comparing
results;
2. SNP Ranker, a new method for biological data mining on gene knowledge that we developed and implemented. We will present a brief introduction and the biological context description, and then the design
and implementation steps, based on the three blocks of the system,
will follow.

Given the requirements and the design of the overall framework, we are
presenting here two case studies in which we exploited the integrated clinical
genomics framework approach. The two examples arose from two real needs
in our laboratory and, by using the different tools we developed, we could
solve both problems. The first problem is related to Human Linkage Analysis
(section 5.1) and the second one to a new approach for SNP data mining
(section 5.2).

5.1
5.1.1

Linkage Analysis
Introduction

Finding the relationships between the occurrence of human diseases and
the expression of a particular gene or genes among the estimated thirty to
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thirty-five thousand protein-coding genes that form the human genome is
a theoretically and practically hard challenge. A common approach to this
task begins with Genetic Linkage Analysis, which is a statistical method
exploiting the presence of known genetic markers in order to identify the
location on a chromosome of a given gene involved in a disease. This is
obtained by analyzing genetic data matched with information on the family structure, following the inheritance of phenotypic alterations in families
through the generations while measuring the propensity for genetic loci to
be inherited together due to their proximity on a specific chromosome.
Among the individuals of a population, phenotypes or traits are said
to be independently assorted whenever the responsible genes are subject
to recombination with a probability of at least 0.5. When genes, or more
generically loci, appear near one another on the same chromosome they are
usually inherited as a single unit and are said to be linked. In many cases,
even linked genes produce offspring with novel allele combinations due to
crossing over during meiosis. Genetic Linkage Analysis is a statistical method used to identify the location of a given gene or locus involved in a
disease by finding a known genetic marker close enough to be considered
linked and by following its transmission through generations. Such analysis
is based on the evaluation of a test parameter called the LOD score, defined
as the Logarithm Of Odds (LOD) ratio between hypothesis of linkage (H1 )
versus the null (H0 ) one. For more detailed explanations about the biological domain for linkage analysis we suggest specific literature [109, 110].
Two major algorithms [111, 112], with several implementations [113, 114,
115] have been proposed for the assessment of linkage between the disease
and the commonly used markers, such as the Quantitative Trait Loci (QTLs:
regions of DNA associated with a particular phenotypic trait), Microsatellites (polymorphic loci that consist of repeating units of 1-6 base pairs in
length) and, recently, also Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs: DNA
sequence variations involving a single nucleotide). From the computational
point of view, Linkage Analysis and pedigree analysis is ascribed to the
NP-hard problems [116] and the computational cost of all the mentioned algorithms grows exponentially for one of the two variables of the LOD Score
equation, pedigree size and number of markers.
The computational effort required by a medium size problem can be
up to several CPU hours and huge RAM allocation, therefore the role of
high performance computing is highly relevant in this field. The use of
distributed architecture environments can be an appropriate solution both
from the computational point of view and for data management, even if,
submitting jobs, monitoring their status and retrieving the results can be
challenging when working on huge amounts of data. Since we are dealing
with SNP chips, and consequently with a very large number of markers, we
adopted the algorithm proposed by Lander and Green [112]. This allows us
to handle sets of about 100 markers at a time (depending on other variables
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of analysis), but we have to monitor the pedigree size variable. In addition,
we need to validate the porting of this algorithm, or more precisely, the
data splitting procedure adopted to overcome its computational limits (see
Methods section).
Related Works
Few implementations of linkage analysis systems on the Grid platform have
been described in the literature. Grid-Allegro [117] is a Grid porting for one
of the linkage analysis programs, Allegro, which implements the LanderGreen algorithm. Grid-Allegro offers a series of scripts for managing linkage
processes in Grid and supports parallel analyses for the same input data.
However, for our project we needed a method to compute a whole genome
analysis for thousands of SNPs and this appeared not possible with GridAllegro. Moreover, we wanted to exploit a wider portfolio of linkage analysis
software, for example adding Merlin [109]. Grid-QTL [118] implements a
web version of linkage analysis in Grid for Quantitative Traits Loci (QTL).
As the name suggests, Grid-QTL is mostly oriented to quantitative traits
instead of SNPs.
Since we wanted to compute a general linkage analysis, not only oriented
to QTL, and we also wanted to provide an easy interface allowing users to
configure a linkage analysis pipeline including marker filtering, error detection and other features, we first designed a new method for genome-wide
(GW) linkage studies, then we implemented such method in the Grid environment and finally we created a web-based user interface so to ease user
access and to hide the grid layer complexity. From the infrastructural point
of view, numerous works in literature describe the techniques and efforts
needed for handling and optimizing the submission of a large number of
jobs in the Grid environment. Having to cope with the great heterogeneity
in the available resources and the very variable response times typical of the
Grid environment, along with some possibly peculiar requirement specific
to each Grid porting, there is often need for a specific framework developed
on top of the Grid middleware.
Objectives
Current technologies for SNP chips (for example Illumina) provide SNP
genotyping arrays ranging from 10,000 to more than 1 million SNPs. Pedigree files, which collect the information about the family structure, are also
often large, containing more than 30 individuals. Computational time and
space on a single CPU is unreasonable with these data volumes and therefore
there is a need for a distributed high performance computational infrastructure and a system capable of performing linkage analysis with large datasets.
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Figure 5.1: Methodology test comparisons and results plotting.
The aim is to enable the use of the EGEE Grid Infrastructure and Michelangelo LITBIO cluster for the execution of linkage analysis on very large SNPs
data sets, creating a pipeline for the linkage process. Computational jobs are
then launched over the grid infrastructure, distributing the needed computation among different computing elements. In this context, a user friendly
web based access to grid resources is provided. The proposed facility will
be tested with challenges performed with marker data collected using the
densest chips currently available (up to 1 million SNPs).

5.1.2

Methods

Due to the computational problem of the linkage analysis and the need
to analyze up to 1 million markers for a general pedigree, we designed a
heuristic approach to overcome computational limits of available applications, such as Merlin, and compute a whole genome analysis in a single
execution. Our heuristic method is based on the reduction of the input set
of markers by splitting the total set of 1 million SNPs into smaller sets on
which independent analyses are run.
The correctness of the proposed approach was tested by setting up a
benchmark analysis with a given dataset: we extracted 2230 SNPs from a
chromosome and created different input files from these SNP data for the
linkage analysis. The formatted input files were created using a different
subset of SNPs for each run: 30, 50 and 150 markers. After running our
pipeline, the results revealed that the most significant peaks were identified
in all the three independent executions, and this proved that our methodA. Calabria - Ph.D. Thesis Page 57
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ology can be a valid heuristic for this NP-hard problem. The analyses were
run both with the proposed system, i.e. splitting the input files and merging
results after separate parallel processing, and on the Michelangelo Cluster,
capable of processing the whole dataset in a single run. Test results are
shown in Figure 5.1. By comparing the outputs of each analysis, it can be
seen that the major signal peaks are well represented in our system’s results,
showing that the approximation used, introduced by splitting the data and
merging the results, is acceptable.

5.1.3

Interaction with Framework

Figure 5.2 summarizes how the Linkage Analysis problem interacts with the
framework.

Figure 5.2: Linkage interaction with the Framework.
The idea is to release the Linkage Analysis support as web application.
In the biological space, users can directly connect to the interface of the
Linkage Analysis platform. One of the goal of this platform is to hide the
computational layer complexity and for this reason users can interact with
only two of the three design blocks within the framework space: the Experimental Data and the Knowledge data. The first one is the entry point,
where users parametrize their own challenge for a linkage study. The last
one is the final step: once results are ready, users can retrieve plots and
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SNP/markers data. The knowledge block exploits annotation information
and append all biological annotation to each considered marker, from gene
symbol to position and allele coding.
In the framework space the three design blocks are sequentially connected
like a pitfall and arrows between two consecutive blocks have a single direction. The meaning of this behavior is that in the linkage analysis use case
we have to configure a pipeline and hide the computational layer and its
complexity to users.
Since the framework has been designed by three conceptual steps, we
summarize here how the use case exploits each layer:
• Vertical Integration, related to the Knowledge data block, is realized
at the end of linkage analysis pipeline execution: each job produces a
result file containing the list of markers and their LOD Score; once each
single job is ready and has been retrieved from the computational layer,
the system looks for each SNP in the annotation database and append
in the result file a set of biological annotations related to genomic
context, from SNP position and gene symbol to allele frequencies and
so forth;
• Horizontal Integration, related to Experimental data block, focuses on
genotype information and family structure. In our database, we collected demographic data, phenotype information and genotypes data.
Since a linkage analysis is intended to family-based studies to understand a genotype that causes a disease, the system can extract all
information from our internal database: the family structure from demographics tables, the phenotype information (affection status) from
specific phenotype table and finally the genotype data of each individual from genotype tables.
• Computational Layer, related to Computational layer, is exploited
through both computational infrastructures, Grid and cluster technology. The computational complexity is hidden to users that have
only to interact with the web interface. For the Grid EGEE interaction, users must have a valid certificate, whereas for the Cluster
Michelangelo LITBIO a specific user has been created with custom
resource allocation.

5.1.4

Application Implementation

After solving the heuristic problem we shifted to designing the application
implementing our heuristic approach in the Grid environment. Since our aim
was to ease the use of linkage analysis, we needed a web application hiding the grid complexity and allowing users to interact via graphical tools.
GUI components lead users at each single linkage analysis step, from input
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of system”s design.
checking to output formatting. Our system was designed as a web application with domain oriented features and computational facilities for pedigree
plotting, linkage analysis and pipeline configuration.
At the lowest layer, our system implements the heuristic method by
splitting inputs and running parallel jobs (a “challenge”) on the Grid environment, transparently to users. During linkage processing, the system
monitors grid jobs; when all jobs have reached completion, it retrieves outputs and merges the results of each job into a single file. Finally a unified
plot is presented to the user, representing the results of the whole genome
wide linkage analysis. Based on this design, the system is configured as a
3-layer application, as summarized in Figure 5.3: presentation, application
and HPC layers. In the next paragraphs we will discuss each layer. At
the presentation layer users interact with the application which produces an
XML file. The application layer parses the XML file to extract the execution
logic and linkage parameters. The HPC layer interacts with the Grid middleware submitting jobs and monitoring their execution, and with Cluster
environment.
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The Presentation Layer
The presentation layer delivers the web based user interface to the user.
This was created to aid users to setup linkage analyses while masking the
complexity of low level interactions with the Grid middleware. The interface
was designed according to the directions of the human-computer interaction
discipline (HCI [119]), being focused on the intuitiveness of the controls
adopted to lower the users’ learning curve. Final users of this application
are identified mainly as biologists, not necessarily skilled in informatics,
hence, visual techniques are adopted, where possible, to set up the system
parameters and options. For example, the creation of the path for data
processing from the input files to the retrieving of results is obtained with the
on-screen arrangement of visual blocks in a flow-chart fashion. To increase
interactivity and user friendliness, the web page makes use of JavaScript as
the client-side scripting language, using asynchronous communications with
a back end on PHP server pages, in order to manage information exchange
with the application layer and handle the file uploads. According to the HCI
principle of “User Centered Design”, the web interface has been developed
with the active participation of a set of effective end users, trying to optimize
the interface around their needs and usage praxis. The features of the web
interface can be summarized as follow:
• creation of the data pipeline using draggable components representing
each operative linkage analysis step: the arrangement of logical blocks,
managed by client-side scripting, makes building the data flow a visual
matter from the input to the output files;
• customization of each linkage analysis step: choice and upload of the
input files, definition of optional data pre-processing steps to adapt
inputs to different algorithms requirements, selection of the available
algorithms and setting up of the proper parameters;
• launch of the analysis: with the click of a button the system takes
charge of the customized challenge and passes the required information
to the application Layer;
• status visualization: the challenge completion percentage along with
the details about each job status are shown in real time. The information presented in the end user’s browser are gathered from the
monitoring database, managed at HPC Layer level;
• results delivery to the end user: when the challenge has been completed
(i.e. the HPC Layer has retrieved the jobs outputs from the Grid to our
server and the application Layer has elaborated the outputs merging
the results, as explained in the next paragraphs), unified results are
made available to the end user for display in the browser and for
downloading to his own computer.
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Figure 5.4: Application Web Interface, submission and the challenge pipeline
configuration facility screenshot.
The communication between the presentation and the application layer is
implemented by the creation of an XML file describing the data pipeline and
all of its parameters: this file provides a complete description of the challenge
characteristics making successive quick resubmissions possible; the choice of
XML language reflects the future possibility for the system to migrate to
web services technology, adapting the application Layer to this protocol with
a minor effort. The communication in the opposite direction, i.e. between
the application and the presentation layer, is obtained with asynchronous
data exchanges polled by client scripts: these fetch information from the
server back-end and display available information without the need for page
reloads. An example of the presentation layer and job status visualization
is shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.
The Application Layer
The application and the HPC layers provide the grid execution and hide
infrastructural complexity to the users. At the application layer the system
first parses the XML file created by the presentation layer and extracts all
parameters for linkage analysis configuration and grid challenge set up. After
that the input data uploading and splitting happens. The uploaded files
are managed by the web application server, and this is where the splitting
procedure starts. The splitting procedure is based on the workload. Since
data analysis requires a wide set of tools and quality filter controls, the
splitting procedure is supported as a two-steps procedure: in the first step
users set the linkage application parameters and customize filter methods
for SNPs selection and linkage disequilibrium modeling; in the second step
the algorithm gathers the SNP set the user wants to analyze and splits
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Figure 5.5: Application Web Interface, monitoring screenshot: the challenge
status display.
such input set in smaller sets according to the computational cost (adopting
preconfigured rules for the best strategy) and the SNP set size.
During the splitting procedure the system creates Grid jobs: one job for
each SNP set. When the splitting procedure starts, the application layer
records in the monitoring database one entry for the challenge; a similar
initialization on the database occurs when each single job is created. Since
during each job execution the job is programmed to update its entry in
the monitoring database by means of a compiled-in MySQL client, we can
efficiently derive the status of all jobs and, from that, the overall challenge
status.
Once the splitting procedure has been completed, the application layer
leaves ground to the HPC layer for performing the submission and monitoring of jobs to the grid platform, and finally the retrieval of results. When
all jobs’ results are eventually gathered, they are passed to the application
layer for the final procedure for merging results and creating unified plots.
These are eventually passed back to the presentation layer.
The Execution Layer
The HPC layer is in charge of submitting the jobs to the Grid or Cluster
and actively monitors their execution on the available resources, dealing with
jobs failures and resubmissions. When all jobs related to a challenge have
been computed, single job outputs are retrieved and passed to the above
layer for merging, and eventually made available for downloading through
the web interface.
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5.1.5

Testing and Performances

To evaluate the effective performance of the proposed system, a series of
tests were carried out, including real data analysis and test computations
of different durations performed to obtain homogeneous indications about
efficiency and reliability. A total number of more than 25,000 jobs have
been launched through the resources of the Biomed Virtual Organization
onto the EGEE Grid. These have been submitted as a set of challenges,
or collections of jobs, each representing a complete analysis on a number
of chromosomes, as well as on the whole genome, obtaining an estimate
of the Grid infrastructure performance compared with a single 2 GHz CPU
workstation and with a Cluster composed by 280 CPU cores. Consistency of
results was also verified in the framework of the project “EDGeS - Enabling
Desktop Grids for e-Science”1 ; a detailed comparison of these environments
is beyond the scope of this paper. As an example of a real case study, an
analysis on Atrial Flutter has been performed and the achieved results are
presented hereafter.
Grid Execution Performances
The test analyses comprised pedigrees composed of 38 subjects, including
individuals genotyped with different genotyping chips of markers from 10k
up to 1 million SNPs each. For some individuals a subset of the available
marker dataset was used to simulate a smaller chip and this gave an indication about the scalability of our approach. The software adopted to carry
out the test was the Merlin application. Considering the trade-off between
CPU load and memory requirements, a subset of 50 SNPs was evaluated
as the optimal workload for a Grid node and was assigned to each program
run; the total number of runs needed to process all SNP data produced
by each genotyping chip was split into jobs with an estimated duration of
around 6 hours each on a mid-range multi-core CPU. Once a sample challenge for each size of the available chips was generated, the collections of
jobs were submitted twelve times at varying dates and times to consolidate
the significance of the performance results.
The database for the monitoring system was also used to get accurate
timings of job execution. In order to obtain the exact duration of each job
execution during all phases of its life (submission, queuing, execution on
the remote worker node and delivery of results) we logged into the monitoring database the datetime of all the connections made by every job to the
monitoring database itself.
Test results are summarized as follows: Table 5.1 shows the duration of
the challenges in hours and Figure 5.6 shows the relative plot: the values
1

Home page link: www.edges-grid.eu
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relative to the Grid infrastructure, depicted as black dots in the graph, represent the median value for each pool of challenges submitted; the ones
relative to the single CPU, estimated on the basis of a single job duration,
is linear to the number of jobs as expected from sequential running procedure, while the cluster series is obtained from previous computations and
shows a saturation trend. The two leftmost columns show the challenges
characteristics; columns 3, 4, 5 show the challenges durations expressed in
hours as resulted for the different environments; finally, columns 6 and 7
show the speedup relative to the sequential execution. The Grid results are
median values in a pool of 12 replicas; the single CPU values are estimated
assuming linear trend of computational time. Comparing the results of the
different computation infrastructures we can see that distributed analysis
pipelines with big datasets, i.e. with a high number of linkage variables,
achieved a speedup up to more than 72x compared to a mid range dual-core
2 GHz CPU execution; the speedup of the cluster is obviously higher, even
if, in spite of the theoretical number of cores, its efficiency is only three
times higher than the Grid. This is explained by the fact that this is not a
dedicated cluster and not all the nodes were accessible during the test.
Table 5.1: Data derived from different genotyping chips were analyzed with
the Merlin software using 3 computational infrastructures: our Grid-based
system, a 70-node/280-core Cluster and a single 2GHz CPU Workstation
(estimated time).
Genotyping Jobs
Computational Cost (h)
Speedup
Chip
(6h) Single CPU Cluster Grid Cluster Grid
10 k SNPs
6
33
8
19
4.1
1.7
66 k SNPs
35
220
9.5
28
23.2
7.9
60
333
10
30
33.3
11.1
100 k SNPs
317 k SNPs
172
1056
13
38
81.2
27.8
370 k SNPs
206
1233
15
39
82.2
31.6
500 k SNPs
278
1665
16
42
104.1
39.6
670 k SNPs
373
2233
18
42
124.1
53.2
1 M SNPs
556
3332
20
46
166.6
72.4
The tests also demonstrate that the average performance of the proposed
system exhibits a trend comparable to the cluster, due to the similar workload distribution technique adopted (not MPI). Considering marker chips
greater than 100 k, the advantage of both of the distributed architectures
gets proportionally bigger compared to the single CPU, due to the difference between linear increase of computational time for the sequential run
and the saturation trend of the parallelized data flow obtained distributing
the workload on the computing elements.
Figure 5.6 shows the overall lasting times for 96 challenges (12 for each
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size from 10 to 556 jobs of similar duration) were considered to obtain this
graph: boxes represent 25th and 75th percentile, whiskers represent minimum and maximum, dots indicate the median values. Red line shows the
estimated performances of a single 2 GHz CPU, blue line is for Cluster.
It can also be noted that with the increase of the challenge size (number
of jobs) the variability in the total execution time gets higher, reaching a
plateau for a jobs number above 250. This is probably due to the higher
probability of getting some of them stuck or lost, with the need of resubmission by the VNAS component of the system, and to the reaching of a
balance between the resubmission rate and the loss of jobs.

Figure 5.6: Linkage Analysis Challenges average duration.
Analyzing the distribution of the total execution times for a pool of
10,500 jobs with a running time of about 3 hours (Figure 5.7), it can be
noticed that more than half of the jobs are completed in less than 10% of
the total completion time of the challenge they belong to: tails of few long
lasting jobs heavily affect the performances of the proposed system, and
more generally those of the Grid environment. This confirms that the total
job execution time and the overall challenge duration as a consequence, is
dominated by the computing element’s register and queuing times and the
worker node’s execution times. This observation may lead to the development of some kind of ”unfair” counter-measures to get rid of the problem,
such as the duplication and parallel multiple resubmission of the last queued
jobs [104], but this would lead to some overhead in the Grid resources usage
and was intentionally not implemented in our present work.
The large variability of the queuing system of the Grid environment may
be also seen by examining the central box in Figure 5.8. This Figure shows
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Figure 5.7: The distribution of total execution times for a pool of 10,500 jobs
with a running time of about 3 hours: the duration of each job is normalized
with the total completion time of the relative challenge.
the components in time of the average life span of a Grid job characterized
by a running time of about 3 hours on a 2 GHz multi-core CPU and being
part of a medium size challenge (nearly 200 jobs). Boxes represent 25th and
75th percentile, whiskers represent minimum and maximum, dots indicate
the median values. The first two elements at the left hand side represent
data formatting and jobs submission time spent by our application. These
increase linearly with the challenge size even if some efforts were spent to
optimize the parallelization of the whole process, using a multi-threaded
algorithm to submit the jobs to a list of known-good Grid WMS in parallel,
so to increase the submission rate.
Observations may be made on the great variability of the performances of
computing resources in Grid, or at least those accessible within the Biomed
V.O. In Table 2 we report the results of a quick computational routine
used to benchmark the available working nodes. The top performers and
the worst elements may differ by a factor 50 or even more and jobs that
are assigned to very slow machines can either fail (best case: triggering a
subsequent resubmission), or otherwise run so slowly that they effectively
negatively affect the overall completion time of the entire challenge.
The performed tests show that the computation efficiency of the distributed approach of our Grid-based system grows with the size of the challenge, being still lower than a dedicated Cluster but much higher than that
of a sequential run on a single processing unit. It must also be highlighted
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Figure 5.8: The duration of each component of the life cycle of the same
pool of jobs.
that computations with a higher number of individuals in the pedigree tree,
that may result infeasible on the desktop workstation due to long and non
affordable completion time or memory overflow, can be performed on the distributed infrastructure with the proposed splitting approach and to the large
and globally high performing (considering memory and computing power)
set of resources available in the EGEE Grid.

5.1.6

Validation

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach, an analysis on Atrial
Flutter data was performed in the context of a joint research activity within
our institute. Atrial flutter (AFL) relates to cardiac conduction disorders,
a multifactorial pathology which can be caused by a combination of factors
such as developmental and congenital defects, acquired injury or ischemia
and/or portions of the conduction system, or less commonly due to inherited
diseases altering the functioning of the cardiac conduction system [120].
We collected the genotypes of an isolated family to understand how the
monogenic disease can be associated to a specific SNP marker. The patients were genotyped using the Infinium II Assay-HumanHap BeadChip
370k SNPs. The pedigree structure of the family is depicted in Figure 5.9,
which is produced by our system on the basis of the pedigree data: circles
refer to female sex and boxes to male, while the affected status is represented
by the coloring scheme: black-filled for affected, empty-filled for healthy, and
gray-filled with a question mark for unknown phenotype. Using the web inA. Calabria - Ph.D. Thesis Page 68
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Table 5.2: Good and the Bad Nodes report: top ten of the fastest (left) and
slowest (right) worker nodes exploited in a computation benchmark quick
test (17 minutes duration on a dual core 2.5 GHz CPU; Sp is speedup value).
Full domain names of the nodes were deliberately anonymized.
Good Nodes
Bad Nodes
Running
Running
Node Name
Sp
Sp
Node Name
t [min]
t [min]
wn11.***
4
4.3 0.16
106
wn-104-15-32-a.***
grid-wn0474.***
5
3.4 0.16
110
farm009.***
grid-wn0545.***
7
2.6 0.15
111
wn-104-(...)04-a.***
node242.***
7
2.4 0.14
120
wn228.***
sbgwn77.***
7
2.4 0.14
122
node290.***
wn-204-(..)13a.***
7
2.4 0.13
127
farm022.***
grid022.***
7
2.4 0.09
182
wn-104-(...)14-a.***
lcg0857.***
8
2.1 0.08
215
bohr2219.***
n31.***
8
2.1 0.04
392
grid020.***
n33.***
8
2.1 0.04
417
bohr4918.***
terface, we configured the pipeline and set each linkage parameter. All Grid
related parameters, such as the number of jobs, were automatically set by
the system, hiding grid complexities to the end user. We set parameters for
data quality control adopting strategies such as error detection and removal.
Merlin was used to search for Mendelian inconsistencies within each of the
SNP sets, discarding genotypes that gave contradictory information about
gene inheritance in the pedigree.
Moreover we set the application to perform markers filtering and linkage disequilibrium modeling [114, 115] setting up the pre-processing linkage
analysis pipeline through the web interface within the linkage box. An intermarker linkage disequilibrium analysis (LD) was performed in our dataset
in order to test the inflation of the nonparametric multipoint LOD score.
Then, a strategy for SNP selection based on allele frequencies (MAF) estimations combined with pair-wise correlation coefficient r2 calculations have
been applied; we then modeled the Linkage Disequilibrium (LD) and we
obtained 12173 markers.
Based on AFL use case disease model and pedigree structure, we parameterized the specific linkage analysis options that would highly affect the
overall work load and on which the splitting procedure would divide input
set in smaller ones. We set up two analyses: non-parametric and parametric. Multipoint non-parametric linkage analyses (NPL all statistic) for SNP
markers was configured to run Merlin, computing SNP clustering by similarity. For the parametric linkage analysis (PLA) a dominant model with a
susceptibility allele with population frequency of 0.001 has been assumed,
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Figure 5.9: The pedigree of the family analyzed for the Atrial Flutter disease.
modeling recombination with Identical-By-Descent schema. These parameters increased the computational cost by a linear factor of 3 and, given these
configuration parameters, the splitting procedure produced 305 SNP sets
containing 40 SNPs each: each job had a running time on a 2.8 GHz CPU
of about 1.20 hours. On the Grid environment we run each job in parallel
exploiting our linkage analysis approach.
Examining logs generated by our application we found that 73 jobs were
resubmitted for worker node problems, such as maximum queue time exceeded (a parameter in VNAS) or error exit status.
The challenge execution time was divided as follows: 16% during pre-processing
operations and splitting procedure running, 3% of job submission/resubmission,
41 of queuing time, 34% of computational time, 5% of retrieving output operations, 1% of output post-processing time.
We got the results in about 36 hours, demonstrating a real gain using
a distributed environment, such as the Grid. Once the jobs finished and
all results were merged together, we found two candidate regions within the
chromosomes 1 and 19, as showed in Figure 5.10. The next biological step
will be the sequencing for the two regions.
Using the system described in this work it was possible to perform a
whole genome data analysis for genetic linkage without an expensive dedicated computational infrastructure by exploiting the remote resources of
the EGEE Grid. The next phase in this research will be to confirm the
association results depicted above.
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Figure 5.10: The LOD Score of the whole genome analysis for Atrial Flutter
adopting the heuristic approach on the distributed grid environment.

5.2

SNP Ranker

5.2.1

Introduction

In the recent past years, genotyping technologies knew a great development and studies about genotype markers are increasing in importance [121,
122]. Among them, the evaluation of SNPs is revealing very promising.
SNPs are nowadays widely exploited for Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) [123] [124] [125], identification of Copy Number Variations
(CNV) [126], observations of Population Stratification [127] and so forth.
Since SNPs represent established genomic differences, their knowledge can
be exploited to characterize each subject from others on study by correlating
specific phenotype with a corresponding genomic pattern.
The total number of SNPs in the whole human genome exceeds 12 millions
and each SNP is related to different genomic properties depending on its
position on the DNA strand: i.e. a SNP can be located within inter-gene regions or within intra-gene ones. Nowadays chip technologies allow to analyze
up to one million SNPs for each patient due to chemical and physical limits
that affect probe density. To overcome this limit, together with technological improvements, researchers are trying to define reasonable strategies to
filter the initial amount of 12 millions SNPs.
The first approach to optimize the SNPs probeset relies on the concept of
Linkage Disequilibrium [128] (LD). LD mapping exploits a statistical similarity measure between adjacent SNPs and computes how much two SNPs
are related each other, thus defining what is the genetic information improvement using both or just one of them. LD mapping is thus used to
optimize the information contained into 1 million SNPs arrays. The second
method able to reduce the number of SNP probes within a chip regards
the possibility to create disease-oriented chip. This approach not only allows adapting the analysis to specific genetic studies but even to produce
smaller arrays. In fact, this aspect relies on a crucial topic: which strategy
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can be followed to select the subset of SNPs suitable to create a specific
disease-oriented chip.
This section is related to SNPs’ probeset identification for producing
genotyping arrays dedicated to pathologies, starting from genes or biological
processes involved in such diseases. The implemented tool scores different
biomolecular features for SNPs associated to a set of genes, that is given as
input and that can be expanded through an ontology-based engine. Once
the SNPs final scores are computed, the system provides a ranked list of the
most significant SNPs associated to the input set of genes.
Moreover SNPRanker can be used for gene enrichment through the identification of the ontological similarity between the input genes and whole set of
human genes. This allows to extend the initial gene list, by including also
genes presenting a similar biological function (according to the considered
ontology) thus potentially involved in the same disease.
Related Works
The analysis of genomic variations is usually performed following two main
approaches: statistical methods or machine learning techniques. The main
difference is that while the exploitation of statistical methods requires a
data model involving a set of a-priori hypotheses and parameters values,
the use of machine learning approaches do not need a-priori evaluations,
since models and rules are derived directly from a training set of data and
the system is trained to fit a general model which will be then adopted for
all other data. An alternative solution is offered by data mining approaches
where users can visualize, plot and reorder data without fixed models and,
if the system supports customizations, they can also validate their own new
models on data and infer new knowledge.
Statistical methods are widely used in epidemiology and got many positive results in application studies [129, 130]. Nevertheless, statistical approaches are often computationally intensive, especially when dealing with
large amount of data produced by high-throughput techniques, and this approach is often impracticable for most of the research laboratories. Therefore, many scientists found machine learning approaches very attractive; so
far many studies exist exploiting machine learning approaches and are providing encouraging results [131, 132].
Machine learning methods are among the most promising approaches due
to the flexibility and adaptation to data. When exploiting supervised methods, the training set must be carefully selected, since the model is created
on it: the training set must therefore embed all peculiarities of the considered data type, thus allowing the model a-priori knowledge. In our case data
are single nucleotide genomic variations (SNPs) and the a-priori knowledge
is represented by features that characterize each SNP or the related gene
and protein.
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Data mining methods are mostly employed in business fields, for example for
intelligent customer support and business analyses. In the genetic context a
few significant works have been produced, for example in [123] the authors
mine SNPs from families; we need a tool for scoring SNPs based on a priori
information and where users can infer knowledge by setting parameters, like
data mining facilities usually support.
Only a few applications exploit machine learning in genotyping context.
An example, concerning the genes ranking, is the so called gene prioritization [73], a method that, given a set of training genes, considers a number of
features from them, which represent the a-priori knowledge available from
multiple data sources. Given a set of test genes, the cited system computes features values and ranks test genes with respect to their similarities,
achieving the prioritization and highlighting the most important genes, with
respect to the selected features.
No methods are available in literature to achieve, in SNPs context, results
similar to gene prioritization through data mining and machine learning
approach. For this reason, we designed and implemented a new method for
evaluating SNPs by features scoring.

5.2.2

Methods

To better understand the motivations of SNP Ranker, we reported in the
panel 5.11 the idea of the system. What users usually have while dealing
with annotations is a large matrix with a set of properties. An example is
represented by the part A of Figure 5.11 where a user retrieved three genes
and the included SNPs, three for Gene A, five for Gene B and two for Gene
C. For each SNP, users selected a set of annotations, here five ones. Now,
if a researcher would rank SNPs, how should do it? How can he choose
the most relevant SNPs? We first answered to this question through a data
integration approach and then finding a valid conversion for all annotations
into a numerical format.
The first step is the numeric format conversion: for each annotation of
a SNP we use a function to map the textual annotation into a numeric
value. The part B of the panel shows the original annotation table with
numerical format. Dealing with numbers gives us the way to use custom
data representation; as an example is also possible to extract radar plots
from the table in part B and get a Gene representation, as shown in part C
of the panel.
Now that we have all annotations as numbers, we can design a new
method to mine new knowledge from data and rank SNPs based on user
parameters. How to support this activity? Our idea is to assign a weight
vector to each feature and finally combine all features for each SNP. The
idea of the weight vector id represented in the part D of the panel, the violet
column. This weight is applied to all features for each SNP. Finally, part
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E of the panel, we combine all data with a general scoring function and
aggregate values. The simplest idea could be to sum values. Once we get a
single score for each SNP, we can easily rank SNPs, both within each single
gene or across all genes.
The core of the designed system can be decoupled into three levels:
• features set: choice of the features characterizing each SNP;
• evaluation function: definition of the function that provides a final
score for each SNP;
• gene list enrichment: exploitation of gene ontological annotation to
enrich the initial list of genes provided as input.
Following subsections present in details the levels mentioned above and
the related characteristics of the implemented prototype.
Features set
The term “features” indicates a set of characteristics, related to each SNP,
the machine learning approach relies on, in a direct way or through the gene
and the gene product knowledge. The set of features chosen to characterize
each SNP represents an a-priori knowledge of the scientific problem.
Since the described approach considers as input a list of genes, the system
must consider biomolecular elements as related to genes in a vertical perspective. Therefore information is considered in both a top-down view, from
proteins interactions to sequences of nucleotides, and a bottom-up perspective, starting from genes characterization and climbing up to processes and
complex biological systems.
The features set includes genomic (Minor Allele Frequencies, localization on
the DNA sequence), proteomic (InterPro [82] domains), interactomic (hub
proteins), phenotypic information (essential genes).
In the following, a complete list of the considered features will be described.
Hub proteins The evaluation of the number of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) established by a protein, i.e. the degree of the protein in the
PPIs network, is an important aspect in assessing the biological relevance
of a SNP occurring within or close to the gene that encodes for that protein. Indeed, it is known that hub proteins play a crucial role for the cell
functioning and, in fact, are often encoded by essential genes. The database
used in this work integrates PPIs data from HPRD [133] and BioGRID. By
means of this information it is possible to score a SNP (x) associated to a
gene with the following characteristic function, which considers the number
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Figure 5.11: The SNP Ranker idea. A panel with generic description and
motivation.
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of PPIs kx established by the protein encoded in the gene:

1, kx ≥ α
f1 (x) =
0, kx < α
where α is the number of PPIs requested to be considered as hub. By default
α = 20, according to [134]: through the web interface the user is able to
modify this value.
Protein domain A SNP can create a missense or even a frame shift in the
coding sequence, thus causing changes in the protein amino acid sequence,
which can have a deep impact on the protein function according to the region where the modification occurs. In fact, if a change is localized within a
domain, thus being functionally important, its effect on the biological function is potentially more relevant than if it is placed within a inter-domain
region.
Information related to the domain localization of the SNPs can be obtaining
by linking InterPro Domain Architecture (IDA) data (which report the localization of the protein domain according to the amino acid position within
the protein chain) with the knowledge concerning the amino acid position
(which indicates the position of the amino acid modified by the SNP). This
information can be easily accessed from the integrative database.
The score of this feature is provided by a characteristic function, which applies greater values to SNPs occurring into protein domains (D) encoding
regions.

1, x ∈ D
f2 (x) =
0, x ∈
/D

Minor Allele Frequencies The Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) represents the frequency of the less frequent allele of a SNP in a specific population: it defines how much an allele (and thus its SNP) is relevant for a
population. MAF score can even be employed to measure the “penetrance”
of a disease in a population, in case the minor allele is more diffused in the
affected phenotype than in the unaffected one in the control population.
Since we are designing a general system for different studies and applications, all populations considered in the HapMap project [135] have been
included, with their MAF values. The user is required to choose the MAF
of interest.
For this feature, the scoring function is expressed as the original MAF value
mx ∈ <|(0 ≤ mx < 0.5) obtained from the HapMap project:
f3 (x) = mx .
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When the “1000 Genomes Project” [136] will provide more accurate and
updated values about MAF scores, we will update these values.
Localization on the DNA sequence According to the annotation provided by dbSNP [79], functional relationship between SNPs (and possibly
alleles) and genes are defined. Relying on this annotation the following categories have been considered C = { “unknown”, “coding-synonymous”, “intron”, “near-gene 3”’, “near-gene 5”’, “nonsense”, “missense”, “frameshift”,
“untranslated 3”’, “untranslated 5”’}.
According to the user’s specific analysis the whole set C or subsets of it
can be considered. Considering the vector c = (c1 , ..., c1 0), whose elements
ci ∈ 0, 1 indicate the selection or the exclusion of the elements of C, the
scoring function can be formalized as follows:
f4 (x) = cT × v
where v is a weight vector.
Essential genes Another important feature for SNP scoring is the kind
of gene where the polymorphism occurs. It is known that some genes are
essential to support cellular life, i.e. if their products are not correctly
produced the cell hardly survives. The knowledge base used in this work
includes data providing such information for homo sapiens [137]. Considering the set of human genes G and the subset of essential genes E ⊂ G, the
scoring function is the following characteristic function:

1, x ∈ E
f5 (x) =
0, x ∈ G − E

Core scoring function
In order to obtain a significant score for each SNP, features’ values must be
processed through a core scoring function. This engine allows to compute
the final SNP value as a real number, considering genes and genes’ products
information embedded in the defined set of features.
Given the a-priori knowledge embedded in the described set of features, the
user can interact with this information in order to better adapt it to his
scientific studies: this is possible by associating each feature to a weight
that represents the importance of that feature for the calculation of the
final SNP score. The default values for all the elements in the vector w
~
of the features appears in the tool web page: this model assigns the same
importance to each feature, without assuming any specific perspective while
performing the analysis. The scoring function g maps the values returned
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by the features scoring functions f1 , . . . , f5 and the weights vector w ∈ R5
to a single final value, which is used to calculate the final SNPs ranked list:
g : B × B × R × R × B × R5 → R
where B = {0, 1}. The scoring function g has been defined in two forms; as
the sum 5.1 or the product 5.2 (which determines a more restrictive SNPs
selection) of the values returned by f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 according to the weights
w
g : (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , w) 7→ w1 f1 + w2 f2 + w3 f3 + w4 f4 + w5 f5

(5.1)

g : (f1 , f2 , f3 , f4 , f5 , w) 7→ w1 f1 × w2 f2 × w3 f3 × w4 f4 × w5 f5

(5.2)

Gene list enrichment
Ontologies are controlled vocabularies hierarchically organized. Their exploitation allows not only the use of standardized and recognized descriptive
terms, but even to infer relations among objects that are annotated through
ontologies. In the implemented system the ontology layer is exploited, other
than for annotation aims, to enrich the list of genes provided to the system
as input. From the input genes list g1 the system generates the list g2 ⊇ g1 ,
which includes also the genes that present a high semantic similarity with
the genes in g1 . Four main methods exist in literature to carry on this task:
three methods [138, 139, 140] determine the semantic similarities of two
terms based on their distances to the closest common ancestor term and/or
the annotation statistics of their common ancestor terms.
A crucial drawback of these methods is that the distances to the closest
common ancestor term cannot accurately represent the semantic difference
of two terms: if two terms sharing the same parent are near the root of the
ontology, thus being more general and less informative, they should have
larger semantic difference than two terms having the same parent and being
far away from the root of the ontology. Moreover, measuring the semantic
similarity of two ontological terms based only on the number of common
ancestor terms cannot discern the semantic contributions of the ancestor
terms to these two specific terms. The fourth method [141] evaluates these
limits and provides an alternative solution for measuring ontological terms
similarity: the measure is based on the graph of the considered ontology.
Within the proposed system, the [141] and the [140] strategies have been
implemented, thus providing the user the possibility to choose the preferred
method.
All the requirements led to design the system as Figure 5.12 shows. In
the upper part of the Figure there are data sources that we integrated. The
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Figure 5.12: SNP Ranker: system design and process visualization.
method and the processing pipeline is represented with arrow boxes, from
the input step to the output of a list of ranked SNPs. Deeper details of
internal activities are discussed in the next sections.

5.2.3

Interaction with Framework

Figure 5.13 contextualizes how the SNP Ranker application interacts with
the framework.
SNP Ranker born to support users on SNP mining as a web application.
For this reason, in the SNP Ranker use case users directly interact with web
interface too, and they do not directly access genotyping data or knowledge data. Thus, in the biological space as Figure 5.13 shows, users have
a directed arrow to the biological problem and through the SNP Ranker
interface they can access annotation and knowledge data, the orange arrow
to the red block. In the next release of the system, users will also exploit
experimental data, this is the meaning of the dashed arrow to the blue box
“Experimental data”.
The box “Knowledge data” is the entry and the results’ visualization
point to the system and thus to the framework space. Once users customize
parameters for the mining activity in the “Knowledge data” box, the system
passes to the “Computational layer” where it processes data and finally gets
results back to “Knowledge data” interface; this is the meaning of the solid
double violet arrow between these two blocks. The other dashed violet
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Figure 5.13: SNP Ranker interaction with the framework.
transparent arrows among the three blocks represent next features of the
new release to be implemented: since we will include also experimental data,
such information will be joined to “knowledge data” (lower violet arrow) and
will be processed in the “computational layer” (left violet arrow).
Since the framework has been designed by three conceptual steps, we
summarize here how the use case exploits each layer:
• Vertical Integration, related to the Knowledge data block, represents
the core of the SNP Ranker system since all data are annotation about
SNPs; annotations come from our internal database and cover genes,
proteins, SNPs and systems;
• Horizontal Integration, related to Experimental data block, has not yet
been included here;
• Computational Layer, related to Computational layer, is related to
data processing. For SNP Ranker we did not needed high computational infrastructures, so far a single server with high performances
is enough, thus we only adopted a single server solution; under the
same assumption, is not needed to write a performance section on the
computational layer. Since next version of the system will deal with
experimental data we planned to use also Grid EGEE technology.
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5.2.4

Application Implementation

The schema of the designed system is presented in Figure 5.14. The system

Figure 5.14: General schema of the system
guarantees the flexibility and suitability to users scientific applications by
allowing several parameters customizations that enable features set up values
to better test hypotheses.
User can access the system, provide the input list, modify system options and
retrieve the final results through a PHP and JavaScript based web interface.
Available options will be widely explained in next paragraphs and some
screen-shots of the developed web site will be shown.
System input
The system takes as input an arbitrary list of genes. The dataset can arise
from experimental sources (genes of interest originated from a laboratory
experiment or from bibliographic research related to a specific scientific aspect): it can be provided as a list of comma separated standard gene symbols. Alternatively, the set of genes can be retrieved by considering the Gene
Ontology for a specific biological process of interest, thus obtaining all genes
annotated with the defined GO Biological Process term. Process selection
is supported by an auto-completion JavaScript function.
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Ontology-based expansion
In order to promote the identification of new SNPs relations and to define
a custom “model” for scoring SNPs that better allows data mining and
new hypotheses formulation about SNPs influence, especially on genetic
pathologies, a crucial function is available within the system, which enriches
the input list g1 by adding new genes that are biologically related with
them. This step is performed through the exploitation of ontology similarity
measures. Depending on the interests of the user, for each gene in g1 the
system retrieves a number of genes with the highest semantic similarity
according to a specific ontology, such as the Gene Ontology, exploiting Wang
similarity measure [141] and Schlicker one [140]. Similarity score is retrieved
by a pre-calculated matrix, which provides an affinity measure for all couples
of genes. Since the matrix creation is computationally intensive, a prefiltering phase has been applied in order to select couples of genes which
present at least one common ontology term.
SNPs extraction
The whole system relies on considering and evaluating data and metadata
concerning the biomolecular building blocks. In order to obtain the SNPs
associated to the enriched list of input genes, the system performs multiple
SQL queries on the database. The output of this step is the list of SNPs associated to the input genes, scored but unranked. Since genomic coordinates
and thus the definitions of genes can change during assembly upgrades, we
keep track of historical data and users can specify the dbSNP release on
which query the system.
Score computation
The function exploited to obtain the final score associated to each SNP relying on a-priori knowledge has been introduced in section 5.2.2. From the
application point of view, the user can widely interact with the system to
perform this step. First of all the user can specify which features to adopt
for SNPs scoring: actually he could be interested to consider some characteristics while neglecting others. The default condition is considering all
the listed gene and gene products features. Moreover, user can freely assign
different weights to each feature, according to the scientific challenge that
has to be faced: in specific context some properties might be more valuable
than others. By default all features have a weight assigned by authors on
the basis of most common genotyping studies. User can even interact with
some thresholds considered in the system. He can freely choose: whether applying the ontological expansion or not and what similarity score threshold
to consider; the minimum number of interactions valid to consider a protein
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Figure 5.15: Screenshot from the web site. Input gene list definition.
as a hub protein; whether to exploit a sum-based or a multiplication-based
scoring function, to provide respectively similar importance to all the chosen
features in the computation of the SNPs score or to select just those SNPs
that are significant in a specific biological context.
SNPs ranking and Filtering
Once all scores have been computed, the last step consists in ranking all
SNPs relying on their score value. Due to the great amount of SNPs potentially reported as output, the user can decide to cut the list. In fact, before
running the processing, user can select the percentile where he wants the
result list to be cut. Available options are “Percentage” (followed by the
corresponding threshold) or “No filters”. Final results have to be written in
a file and then user can download file through the web link.

5.2.5

Validation and Discussion

SNPRanker is available at the web link http://www.itb.cnr.it/snpranker.
The developed system is aimed to support SNPs analysis, particularly interesting for helping SNPs/disease association studies. The input of the
system can be either a predefined list of genes, typically whose evidences
have been found related to the same pathology, or a set of genes associated
to a particular biological process, as shown in Figure 5.15. The ontological
expansion is an important tool for studying SNPs related to pathologies,
since it allows to extend the analysis to SNPs that could potentially be involved in a pathology onset but that have not being highlighted by more
traditional approaches. In fact, this tool permits to increase the number of
SNPs in analysis even considering those belonging to genes that present similar semantic annotations with the genes initially considered. For instance,
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Figure 5.16: Screenshot from the web site. Features selection and weights
values setting.
in Table 5.3, we show the top ranked genes showing the highest semantic
similarity with the gene CCND1 encoding for the cyclin D1, which controls
the cell cycle process. The semantic similarity was calculated by means of
the Wang’s method [141] considering the Gene Ontology Biological Process.
The method successfully identifies the genes annotated similarly to CCND1.
EG ID
894
896
8941
56647
28984

EG Symbol
CCND2
CCND3
CDK5R2
BCCIP
C13orf15

Semantic similarity score
0.81
0.81
0.72
0.72
0.72

Table 5.3: Wang’s method [141] semantic similarity scores using the GO
Biological Processes: the top 5 ranked genes are listed.

The setting of SNPs feature weights values has been thought as a support
for population genetics studies. Actually, this property allows to assign
different levels of importance to diverse biomolecular aspects. For instance,
depending on the aim of the specific study, it is possible to assign a high
relevance to SNPs associated to hub proteins or SNPs occurring in regulatory
regions such as the 5’ near gene region. An overview of these possibilities
is provided in Figure 5.16. Finally, the retrieval of the scored SNPs ranked
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list is specifically aimed to support evaluation of genetic diseases.
Starting from the queried gene CCND1 and its semantically more similar
genes (CCND2, CCND3,BCCIP, CDK5R, C13orf15) a list of ranked SNPs
has been obtained exploiting the developed core scoring function. The whole
list includes more than 1500 SNPs characterized by diverse features and thus
assuming different degree of importance. Considering just genes with a final
score ≥ 0.01 the list can be reduced to 499 genes. Part of the results obtained
from CCND1 gene is reported in Figure 5.17. At the top of the ranked list
there are 4 SNPs belonging to CCND1 (which codes for an hub protein),
and placed on functional protein domains. Information about essential genes
in not exploited in the described example, since no genes from the input
list (nor in the original version neither in the enriched one) are labeled as
essential for life.
An interesting parameter is represented by DNA localization. Within
this feature crucial information related to the position of the SNP on the
DNA chain is included: different forms of localization can be considered
and a weight can be provided to each of them, according to the specific use
case. In particular, referring to the considered example, while performing
evaluations about DNA localization of listed SNPs it results that most of
them are placed on intronic regions (around 60%) on DNA: this is obvious
considering the high percentage of intronic regions on DNA strand compared
to the esonic areas. According to the considered weight values SNPs present
on introns are localized at lower positions within the ranked list, while at
the top of it many “frameshift” and “missense” are concentrated. The latter
localization types are only around the 3% of the whole set but SNPs in these
positions obtained higher scores. Descending the ranked list, SNPs occur
that are localised in UTR regions and near the gene. The “unknown” value
is important for covering other DNA regions.
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Figure 5.17: Screenshot from the web site. Results page showing SNPs
ranked list obtained from CCND1 example, discussed in the text. SNPs are
sorted by features score. Ontological expansion is performed with similarity
threshold set to 0.7; chosen features weights are shown in Figure 5.16.
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Horizons
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we are discussing about future outcomes and extensions of
the Ph.D. project since the work has a long term goal oriented to visual data
mining in biomedicine, as mentioned in the introduction. The first idea is to
improve the data layer by extending it with the dimension of the Phenotype
and the Results of Analyses. The second approach is to extend the system
architecture, enriching the core system with new blocks:
1. a Dynamic Query Builder that eases of accessing integrated data;
2. a Workflow engine that enables integration and execution of custom
workflows;
3. a Graphical module that plots data and results in their genomic context.

The long term goal of our project is to create a visual data mining system for genetic studies, as pointed in the initial chapter 1. We designed
a general framework aimed at dealing with experimental data, annotation
data and clinical phenotypes and we implemented our framework with a
set of features, related on data management and engineering, including a
computational layer. The overall schema that we just described had empirical validations that confirmed us that our approach is valid and potentially
useful.
Approaching the long term goal means including a set of new features
that improve the system’s functionalities and re-engineering some of the
existing features. All new features are related both on data and architecture extensions. The initial framework schema, showed in Figure 3.3, is
now extended with new design blocks in the “framework space” and new
functionalities: Figure 6.1 shows the schema evolutions.
The new design model within the “framework space” includes two new blocks
and organizes all blocks into two categories.

6 Horizons

Figure 6.1: The extended versione of the framework.
We added two new data blocks, corresponding to remaining data, as
mentioned in the chapter 3: Results of Analyses and Complex Phenotypes.
The block Results of Analyses refers to data coming from previous genetic
analyses and are mostly related to statistical analyses, for example GWAS
results: in this case we collected for each SNP under analysis, the score of significance associated to the p-value in relationship with a specific phenotype.
The second block, Complex Phenotypes, is added to include the definition
of a complex phenotype and associates clinical records with a wide set of
variables. An example of complex phenotype is Hypertension: modeling
Hypertension means to collect many patient variables, from blood pressure
(both systolic and diastolic) to life style monitoring and environment influence. Phenotype also includes patient history and clinical investigations,
for example magnetic resonances or X-ray exams: all these data has to converge into the framework, addressing privacy and security issues. Other new
blocks are related to system’s functionalities and extensions. To achieve a
visual data mining system, we have to implement the following tools:
1. a Dynamic Query Builder : this component enables an easy way of
accessing all integrated data. A query builder usually simplifies data
access and query. What is needed here is a dynamic query builder:
since we need tools that can combine different data from all the different blocks to realize the mining activity and that can drive users
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to their custom research, the dynamic query builder has to suggest on
the fly what fields can be related to other fields and which range are
allowed in the filtering process (query customization). The meaning
of dynamic is related to this flexibility during the fields’ combination,
both on data types and values. We are designing this components
using a machine learning approach on a semantic definition of tables’
terms and fields, creating a set of self-updating rules.
2. a Workflow engine: this component enables integration and execution of custom users workflows. Workflows are a common procedures
in structured genetic studies: if users have to follow a sequence of
steps (pipelines or workflows) using well known objects, they can exploit available web services to obtain their results. We are designing
the integration of service oriented modules and systems, such as Taverna [142], that enables available web services within our framework.
In this way we can integrate external components that collaborate
with our system to users’ goal; this approach follows the direction of
community interaction and reuse, also going into the direction of Mesh
Up.
3. a Graphical module: this component plots data and results in their
genomic context. Without a graphical system we could not have the
visual data mining. We designed a graphical component that was
easy for end users and that could help on localize biological objects in
their natural position: following this idea, we are developing a custom
genome browser, empowered through new filtering methods (related
to data) and linked to the other tools, the Dynamic Query Builder
and the Workflow Engine.
Figure 6.1 also presents blocks grouped into two categories:
1. Data: the three original design blocks (Computational Layer, Knowledge Data and Experimental Data) converge here and are combined
with two new blocks, Results of Analyses and Complex Phenotypes.
The four data blocks along with the computational block constitute
the extended1 category of data, represented in the figure 6.1 by a green
pentagon.
2. Tools: this category includes all new functionalities of the systems, the
three tools just mentioned, in the red rounded rectangle: the Dynamic
Query Builder, the Workflow engine and the Graphical module.
The two categories are directly connected, such that each block of a group
is reachable by a block of the other group and vice versa (the bidirectional
light blue arrow between the categories).
1

The adjective “extended” is placed to include the block of the computational layer
together with the data blocks.
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The new components added in the schema 6.1 imply some new critical aspects and issues to be solved, mainly related to two areas: data and
architecture. From the data perspective, importing new data types such
as phenotype reflects into new problems on data management. As an example, phenotypes are usually related to clinical records and patient visits;
visits are naturally temporal-based, that means that for each visit physicians
monitor and collect patient variables. For this reason, a data management
system has to address temporal aspects while dealing with clinical records.
Moreover, complex phenotypes need to be semantically related on the clinical and disease variables, creating an ontological representation of these
variables. This aspect is important while integrating different data sets of
existing cohorts of patients in which data have been collected using different
protocols. Some important procedures of normalization, harmonization and
data cleaning are required and semantic approaches can support these processes. Semantics is under evaluation also for the vertical data integration
re-engineering, trying to adopt a RDF schema integration approach. On
the other hand, from the architecture point of view, we need to adapt the
framework to a Service-Oriented architecture. In fact, workflows require web
services and thus the use of standard protocols. We are developing web services to access the integrated database such that the different tools can have
a common access level; this approach also means re-design some middleware
components, to be compatible with service-oriented architectures.
Next version of the framework will be accessible through web user interfaces that enable direct access to data and to available tools. The general
vision of the extended framework from the user point of view is represented
in Figure 6.2.
Users will access the framework through the application layer, where the
available tools reside. In this layer we placed the dynamic query builder,
the workflow engine, a set of relevant applications (an example can be
SNPRanker) and the graphical front-end. Users can also access the database
layer by loading data into the system using the available importing interfaces, and upload experimental data and results of analyses. Except for
these two types of data, only tools can access the database layer: users will
use annotation data and phenotypes by using the query builder or a specific
analytical application. In the figure is not represented the computational
layer since users will not directly access it, but only by executing jobs from
available applications.
To achieve all these new requirements, we are developing a pilot comprehensive project called BDIM (“Biodata Insight for Mining”) that integrates
the design blocks and attempts to create a unique entry point to genetic
visual data mining.
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Figure 6.2: The Framework Schema of next versions from a user point of
view.
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Conclusions
Chapter Summary
With this final chapter, we summarize what has been done during the Ph.D.
project and the rationale that lies under each described activity. The discussion follows the 5 W s principle and traces the path of the work under
this perspective.

One of the first sentences in the Introduction (Chapter 1) was related to the
primary scope of the Ph.D. study: applications of Computer Science and
Engineering methods to Genetics and Molecular Biology, to support both
data and process engineering and problem solving. During the period of
the Ph.D., we deepen the field of Bioinformatics applied to Genetics and
in general to Biomedicine since we directly worked with Biologist, Geneticists and Medical Doctors. Most of the problems related to the application
domain came from real case studies, arising from our partners Multimedica and Universita’ degli Studi di Milano, that encountered issues on their
empirical investigations. That is Applied Research: from a contextualized
problem, find a solution to overcome existing limitations, to achieve required
output with a valid and novel method to approach results that increase the
scientific knowledge in your field. In information-gathering, such a process
is equivalent to extracting from the 5 Ws model1 two primary dimensions:
1. what: the result to obtain, the original problem;
2. how : the method that grants you to obtain a solution to the problem
and consistent results.
Given our engineering background, we adopted this dichotomic approach
to the Ph.D. project and for this reason the rationale of the work focused on
1

An explanation of the 5 Ws principle is reported in Wikipedia English:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Five Ws.
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two main goals: the first related to Biomedicine, that is the application of
what to solve, the problem that we had to deal with; on the other hand, the
second one is related to Computer Science discipline, the research field of
our scientific faculty, that is the translation of how to address and solve the
problem. The title of the Ph.D. manuscript expresses both concepts in a very
short description: Data integration for Clinical Genomics. Data Integration
is how we solved the problem, what, of Clinical Genomics. Clinical Genomics
is also a short description of a critical biological objective: to translate
genetic studies into clinical benefits, achieving the so called “personalized
medicine”. The idea of Clinical Genomics is a vision of what researchers are
trying to realize; in practice there are many short term issues to be solved.
This Ph.D. work is intended to solve some of these problems, starting from
data management and providing a framework that supported users on their
needs. Starting from this motivation, we gathered requirements from the
laboratories with which we have collaborated, understanding their needs
and how to support them, as described in Chapter 3.
A common problem of genetic laboratories is processing and analyzing experimental data coming from latest biotechnology platforms, such as
genotyping, sequencing and so on: a research center needs computational resources and flexible information systems for data analysis and management
along with the high-throughput biological platforms. Another key point is
that researchers usually need to compare experimental data and annotation
data, following custom workflows, and analyze them all on a high performance computational environment.
Given these specifications, we designed an extensible framework (Chapter 4) based on three constituent layers inter-connected (design blocks):
1. Experimental data layer that provides data integration of high-throughput
platforms (also called horizontal data integration);
2. Knowledge data layer, that provides data integration of knowledge
data from literature and public databases (also called vertical integration);
3. Computational layer, that provides access to distributed environments
for data analysis, in our cases GRID (EGEE) and Cluster (Michelangelo - LITBIO) technologies.
Above the three blocks, single biological problems can be supported and
custom user interfaces are implemented, as case studies shows in Chapter 5.
From our partner laboratories, two main relevant biological problems have
been studied:
• Linkage Analysis: we had a large pedigree in which subjects were
genotyped with chips of 1 million of SNPs. Since the linkage analysis
problem has computational limits, we designed a heuristic method
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to overcome computational restrictions and implemented the method
in a system to run analyses in distributed environments using our
framework. The system has been successfully validated by end-users:
promising genetic results have been retrieved and are now under new
analyses (sequencing). We also tested performances of the system in
Grid and Cluster, reporting compared results.
• SNP selection and ranking: given the problem of ranking SNPs based
on a-priori information, we developed a new method for biological data
mining on gene knowledge. The method has been implemented in a
web tool, called SNP Ranker, that now is in use in the laboratories of
our partners.
The framework here designed and implemented demonstrated that our
approach is relevant, consistent and can have potential impacts on the scientific community. For this reason, this project is a first step toward a long
term goal, as explained in Chapter 6: building an integrated platform for visual data mining applied to genetics and personalized medicine. Visual data
mining is our vision. We believe that not only statistical methods are useful but also machine learning approaches and new techniques that leverages
on researchers’ insight and knowledge in the mining activity. This future
platform cannot prescind from a solid, consistent and with high quality integrated data base, enabled to distributed environments; in other words what
we tried to realize within this Ph.D project.
How to deal with the remaining W s? Are who, where and when relevant?
The answer is “yes”, they are very important and a good researcher has
to consider all of them. In fact, who represents your collaborators, your
research network that is one of the most important resource of each scientist.
In our experience, we are in a multi-disciplinary laboratory, the ITB CNR,
that gave us the opportunity to learn what is Bioinformatics and how to
apply it to case studies. Moreover, without partner laboratories, none of our
activities would have been validated with significant biological problems and
real data. A good research network is the key for the success of a scientific
project because is an opportunity of improving personal professional culture
and experience. A similar concept is behind the term where: affiliation is
not a marginal consideration, since an important research center can support
you with consistent resources and contacts. Eventually, When identifies the
appropriate timing of a research; this term refers to two important notes:
(1) the importance of the planning and project management, and (2) in
which time it can be relevant for the scientific community.
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